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I. Slave andWhite Populations,
Selected North Carolina Cotton Counties, .50
CHAPTER I
DAVID WALKER’S APPEAL
In 1829 DavidWalker, a black abolitionist living in Boston, wrote a pamphlet entitled (in the elongated
style of the era). Walker's Appeal in Four Articles Together with A Preamble to the Colored Citizens
of the World, But in Particular and Very Expressly to Those of the United States ofAmerica. Walker’s
eloquent diatribe passionately, and methodically, criticized the bondage of his people and implored the
wretched slave to, “Arise! Arise! Strike for your lives and liberties. Now is the day and hour.’’^
This seditious pamphlet shook an already beleaguered slaveholding South, causing the slavocracy to
react swiftly. The governors of Georgia and South Carolina called their state legislators into secret sessions
laying the pamphlet before them, demanding action. In South Carolina, Georgia, North Carolina and
Louisiana harsh laws, some requiring the death penalty, were passed against possession or distribution of
Walker's Appeal, or similar materials. In Virginia similar strict laws passed by the House of Delegates
aimed atWalker's Appeal were narrowly defeated in the state senate.
Although I found no evidence of anyone receiving the death penalty because of the Appeal, black and
white individuals publicly associated with Walker’s pamphlet were harassed and jailed. A North Carolina
slave after he “confessed” to receiving the pamphlets was sold “down the rivCT.” (A de facto death penalty
for many slaves.) The prominent white editor of a Georgian newspaper was forced to flee his home, his
family and his profession as a result of his association with Walker’s work. In South Carolina a white
northern sailor, caught with the pamphlets, was fined and jailed. Southern authorities were serious about
smothering any revolutionary flame this seditious pamphlet could ignite in their volatile slaveholding
society.
^Marshall Rachleff, “Document: David Walker’s Southern Agent,” The Journal ofNegro History
(1977), p.lOO.
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As author of this dangerous work David Walker found his life was in jeopardy. The mayor of Savannah,
Georgia, where sixty of the pamphlets were discovered, wrote the mayor of Boston demanding the
immediate arrest of David Walker. Author Charles Wiltse notes that, “Ominous rumors came out of the
South that a price of one thousand dollars had been put uponWalker’s head. Other rumors tripled the sum,
and increased it tenfold if he was delivered alive.”^ The Appeal, southern slaveowners and their
sympathizers concluded, was not an isolated incident but another attempt by Northern abolitionists to
destroy Southern society. Hence, in Wilmington, North Carolina, where hundreds of the pamphlets were
found, an alarmed city magistrate wrote North Carolina’s governor, John Owens of his treacherous
discovery and expressed the general sentiment of the slavocracy:
[Wallter’s Appeal] proves beyond a doubt that a systematic attempt is making by some reckless
persons at the NorA to sow sedition among the slaves of the South, and that diis pamphlet is
intended and well calculated to prepare the minds of the slave population for any measure,
however desperate, that they may propose for accomplishing their mancipation...and unless
some measures are taken to counteract this design in time, I fear the consequence may be
serious to the extreme.^
This thesis is a descriptive study of two phenomena surrounding Walker's Appeal: (1) the initial
community reaction to Walker's Appeal in Georgia, North Carolina, and South Carolina; and (2) the
subsequent political reaction in the above mentioned states.
The thesis is divided so that each chapter represents a different state, the development of slavery in that
state and the reactions to slave uruest by various societal groups. It then discusses the actual discovery of
ihtAppeal and the initial response of the local community. It concludes with descriptions of the political
reaction, i.e. the passage of legislation, slave codes, judicial Hudings, and executive initiatives against the
Appeal.
^David Walker, David Walker’s Appeal (Boston, Mass: By the Author, 1829; reprint ed.. New York,
N.Y. Charles M. Wiltse, 1965), p. xi.
3James F. McRae to Governor John Owens, August 7, 1830, “Letter Book of Governors of North
Carolina,” 1829-1830, pp. 218-219.
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Although Walker’s Appeal is an important document there is limited literature on it The one major
study of the Appeal is Herbert ApthekCT, One Continual Cry, (New York: Humanities lYess, 1965). This
is the most comprehensive study on the pamphlet The Hrst chapters address the economic, social and
political climate of America when Walker published his Appeal. The second half of the book contains the
complete text of the work.
The full text can also be found in several modem reprint editions; Charles M. Wiltse, David Walker’s
Appeal (New York: Hill and Wang 1965), and William Loren Katz, Walker’s Appeal and Henry
Highland Garnet’s Address to the Slaves of the United States of America (New York: Amo Press,
1969) are two popular editions. Each of these has a bief introductory chapter that gives genoal information
on Walker and his work. There are two well written master’s theses analyzing the reactions to the Appeal
in two slave states: Cary Howard, “The Georgia Reaction to David Walker’s Appeal (Master’s Thesis,
University of Georgia, 1976). Dennis Rapw, “The Effects of David Walker’s Appeal and Nat Turner’s
Insurrection on North Carolina (Master’s Thesis, University of North Carolina, 1969). Each describes
reactions by various segments of the white communities. These woiks are important to the researcher.
One of the earliest works about the Appeal is Clement Eaton’s “A Dangerous Pamphlet in the Old
South,” The Journal of Southern History (August 1936). Eaton was one of the first to study the panic
reactions to Walker’s Appeal in various Southern states. Jane H. Pease and William H. Pease in their
article “Walker’s Appeal Comes to Charleston: A Note and Document,” The Journal ofNegro History
(1974), provides a short note on Edward Smith who was arrested for distributing the pamphlet This is one
of the few works that looks at the Appeal in South Carolina. Marshall Rachleff’s “Document David
Walker’s Southern Agent” The Journal ofNegro History (1977), presents a brief two page article on
Jacob Cowan, a man arrested in North Carolina with the pamphlets. On the other hand, Donald Jacob’s
“David Walker: Boston Race Leader 1825-1830,” Essex Historical Collection (1977), is a fifteen page,
well documented article highlighting DavidWalker’s life in Boston as an antislavery writer, speaker, and
organizer. This article is important to serious researchers. Another important reference toWalker’s Appeal
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is Vincent Harding’s There Is A River (Vintage: 1983). Harding devotes the majority of one chapter to
Walker’s Appeal and its contribution to black radical thought.
Finally, an important 19th century work that many contemporary writers refer to is Walker’s Appeal,
with a Brief Sketch ofHis Life (New York: J. H. Tobitt, 1848). This work was written by the famous
African-American abolitionist, minister, and newspaper writer Henry Highland Garnet. In 1848, Garnet
published a book that contained the text of a speech he made in 1843 before a Negro Convention in
Buffalo, as well as Walker’s Appeal. Herbert Aptheker notes there is evidence that John Brown may have
helped finance the book Garnet published. Garnet, Walker’s contemporary, provides us with details about
Walkers personal life.
My data is divided along convention historical schema: (1) primary source material, (2) secondary source
material, (3) contemporary accounts, i.e. newspapers and eyewitness testimony. Unfortunately, primary
source materials for such an early date are always difficult to locate; much information has been misplaced.
However, the three states covered in my study have archives which proved to be of tremendous help.
Secondary source materials consist of (1) books and articles written about Walker’s Appeal, and (2)
works on American slavery and abolition.
The use of historical evidence requires one to examine the authenticity and credibility of his data. For
assistance in this area, I referred to Robert Shafer, A Guide to Historical Method (Cahanman and
Buskoff). All evidence will be subject to external and internal criticism. According to Shafer, “...external
criticism authenticates evidence and establishes text as accurately as possible.” My concerns in the area of
external criticism are (1) determination of author and date, (2) forgeries, and (3) awareness of any restoration
of text, intentionally or otherwise.
Internal criticism is the task of determining the credibility of evidence. My method of determining
credibility will be: (1) literal and real meaning of documents, (2) error within documents, i.e. deliberate
falsification, etc., (3) reporting of details, for example, ability to report, time of composition of report.
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intent of composition, and (4) probability of statement, e.g. is it contrary to human nature or in conflict
with what is general knowledge.
This is a descriptive study of the political reactions to Walker’s Appeal in Georgia, North Carolina, and
South Carolina. According to Alan Isaak, author of Scope and Methods of Political Science (Dorsey
Press, 1985): “Description requires language, a language that includes descriptive words.” Concepts is
another term for “descriptive words.” The concepts I use here are from the lexicon of history and political
science. Official reaction refers to the response of the executive, judicial and legislative branches of state and
local governments to Walker’s Appeal. Public reaction describes the acts of citizens, newspapers and non¬
government organizations. Slavocracy refers to slaveholders, advocates of slavery, and political officials
working for the maintenance of slavery. Slave codes describes laws, statutes, judicial rulings, and other
official orders issued by state and local governments for the purpose of controlling slaves and free blacks.
Many of the facts about David Walker’s tragically short life are still to be uncovered by diligent research.
He was bom on September 28, 1785, in Wilmington, North Carolina, to a slave father and free mother.
However, “...this date [September 28, 1785] is definitely open to question,” states historian Donald M.
Jacobs.^
Son of a free mother. Walker, by North Carolina slave codes, was free. In spite of this, or probably
because of this, slavery was too foul a reality for the young Walker. Early in his life he left his home state
ofNorth Carolina declaring:
If I remain in this bloody land I will not live long, as true as God reigns, I will be avenged.
This is not the place for me — no, no. Certainly I cannot remain where I must hear their
chains continually, and where I must encounter the insults of their hypocritical enslavers. Go I
must.^
^Donald M. Jacobs, “David Walker: Boston Race Leader 1825-1830,” Essex Institute Historical
Collection (1977), p. 100.
^Henry Highland Garnet, Walker’s Appeal With a Brief Sketch ofHis Life (New York, 1848), pp. 5-
6, reprint Herbert Aptheker, One Continual Cry (New York: Humanities Press, 1965).
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With this philosophyWalker placed himself in the middle of the black radical camp. Vincent Harding, in
his work There Is A River, comments on these rebels and their historical role in American society. These
blacks, Harding says, “...posed the most basic challenges, offered the most fundamental and wide-ranging
resistance, raised the most profound questions about the nature of white society and the legitimacy of its
power to control and define black people.”^
Upon leaving North Carolina, Walker, by his own accounts, “...traveled over a considerable portion of
these United States observing the degraded and wretched conditions of the coloured people.”^ By 1825 he
had settled in Boston where he opened a second-hand clothing store.^ This store was reportedly a “slop
shop” where local bartenders soldWalker sailor’s garments which had been traded for drinks; in turnWalker
resold them to “...ship’s pursers or back to seamen signing for another voyage.”^ Walker’s radicalism
spilled over into his clothing business. He devised the clever plan of planting the Appeal in the pockets of
the jackets and trousers he sold to “...sailors bound for Southern ports. There, he was confident, the
garments would again be bartered for drink, and again fall into the hands ofNegro dealers who would know
what to do with them.”l®
Before publishing his Appeal Walker was a leading Boston abolitionist, an active member of the Mas¬
sachusetts General Colored Association, and a frequent public speaker against slavery. Often he held
meetings in his home. At one such meeting in February of 1827 several of Boston’s leading black
abolitionists gathered to hear Walker ask support for America’s first African-American newspaper,
^Vincent Harding, There Is A River (New York: Vantage Books, 1983), p. 29.
^David Walker, Walker’s Appeal (Boston, 1829; reprint ed.. New York, New York: Herbert Aptheker,
1965), p. 63.
^Here we have a disputed date. Donald Jacobs, “Race Leader,” quotes from Stimpon’s Boston Directory,
1825. However, Henry Highland Garnet gives the date of 1827.
^Charles M. Wiltse, David Walker’s Appeal (New York: Hill and Wang, 1965), p. viii.
^®Ibid. p. ix.
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Freedom’s Journal. Subsequently he (and the Baptist minister Thomas Paul) became the paper’s first
“general agents” in Boston. ^ ^
In the fall of 1828Walker delivered an address before the General Colored Association ofMassachusetts.
He called for the political and organizational unity of the black community. Part of his message was a
defiant militancy that was a precursor of his Appeal: “...it is indispensably our duty to try every scheme
we think will have a tendency to facilitate our salvation, and leave the final result to...God.”^^
Also, Walker was a strong believer in Christianity and a staunch and faithful member of the black
Methodist church in Boston. He firmly believed that oppressed people “...were called upon to act as well as
pray.” The final words of his 1828 Colored Association message were: “I verily believe that God has
something in reserve for us, which when he shall have poured it out upon us, will repay us for all our
suffering and misery.”
Henry Highland Garnet, the famous 19th century African-American abolitionist, minister, and newsp^r
editor wrote in 1848 about the character and commitment of David Walker in a work entitled A Brief
Sketch of the Life and Character ofDavid Walker:
Before the Anti-Slavery Reformation had assumed a form, he was ardently engaged in the work.
His hands were always open to contribute to the wants of the fugitive. His house was the
shelter and the home of the poor and needy. Mr. Walker is known principally by his “Appeal,”
but it was in his private walks, and by his unceasing labors in the cause of freedom, that he has
made his memory sacred.
DavidWalker’s death followed the publication of his Appeal by less than a year. According to Garnet he
was advised by friends to flee to Canada to avoid being abducted by angry Southerners. However, the
courageousWalker replied:
^ ^Jacobs, “David Walker,” p. 95.
^^Harding, There Is A River, p. 84.
13ibid. p. 84.
l^Henry Highland Garnet, A Brief Sketch of the Life and Character ofDavid Walker (New York: J.
H. Tobitt, 1848; reprinted ed.. New York, N.Y.: Herbert Aptheker, 1965), p. 42.
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I will stand my ground. Somebody must die in this cause. I may be doomed to the stake and the-
fire, or to the scaffold tree, but it is not in me to falter if I can promote the work of
emancipation.^^
In the summer of 1830, June 28, David Walker was found dead near the doorway of his shop. The
controversy over his death continues to this date. David Jacobs states there is no “real evidence” of foul
play, and until such appears, “...historians are on fumer ground assuming his death was due to natural
causes.”^^ However, most historians agree with Charles M. Wiltse’s conclusions: ‘The true circumstances
have never been ascertained, but poison seemed the most likely cause of death and few doubted at the time
that the most eloquent voice in the battle for Negro freedom had been violently stilled.” Henry Highland
Garnet concurs, he writes in 1848, “...it was the opinion of many that he was hurried out-of-life by means
of poison.” DavidWalker was survived by a wife and young son.
Slavery in the Americas was a bitterly fought issue from the beginnings of white settlement. By the
time the United States was formed, slaveowners and advocates of slavery dominated the Constitutional
Convention of 1787. Every anti-slavery argument and/or policy position was weakened or defeated. With
Article 1, Section 2; Article 1, Section 9; and Article 4, Section 2 of the Constitution, the new national
government continued the old public policy of legal slavery of Afirican-Americans,^^ condemning them to
wretchedness for another 77 years.
l^Ibid. p. 43.
^^Jacobs, “David Walker,” p. 107.
^^Wiltse, David Walker’s Appeal, p. xi.
^^Gamet, Walker, p. 43.
^^Manning Marable, How Capitalism Underdeveloped Black America (Boston: South End Press,
1983), p. 4.
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By the nineteenth century the American South was the keeper of slavery.With the purchase of Louisiana
and Florida, and the invention of the “cotton gin” slavery became more profitable. The plantation system,
particularly cotton, became the basis of new, great wealth. Conseuently, the value of slaves doubled.^®
In the 1820s the Southern black population grew firom 1.6 million to more than 2 million persons,
comprising forty percent of the section’s total population, and ranging as high as 70 to 90 percent in some
plantations counties and parishes.^ ^ This large number of blacks, denied their freedom and humanity by law
and custom, presented a monumental problem for government officials and others attempting to manage
Southern slave society.
The call for abolition, the practice of manumission, slave unrest and insurrection created what public
administrators term (in modem jargon) a “problematic situation”...conditions [which interfere with the
attainment of some value or need, be it personal security...consumption or some other desired state of
affairs.”^^ The laws on slavery and free blacks numbered in the thousands all over the South.
Anti-slavery societies were another major problem to managers of slavocracy society. Benjamin Quarles
in his book Black Abolitionists comments on the number of organized anti-slavery societies there were in
the South: “In 1827 the free states had 24 societies with a membership of 1500, but this hardly compared
with the 130 societies in the slave states with a membership of 6625.”^^ However, as the issue of slavery
became more volatile in the 1820s these Southern societies were attacked by various means both legal and
violent. A white abolitionist, Samuel May, living at the time of Walker's Appeal wrote of violence
against his abolitionist group: “...The resort to mobocratic violence...showed how general had become the
determination of the ‘gentlemen’ of property and standing to put down the Abolitionists by foul
20Samuel May, Some Recollections of Our Anti-slavery Conflict (Boston: Fields, Osgood, & Co.,
1869), p. 6.
^^Harding, There Is A River, p. 77.
22william N. Dunn, Public Policy Analysis (Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1981), p. 98.
^^Benjamin Quarles, Black Abolitionists (New York: Oxford University Press, 1969), p. 10.
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means.And, so successful were the attacks that, according to Benjamin Quarles, “...by the 1833 the
abolitionist movement had become largely concentrated in one section of the country'. The numerous
societies in the South had all but disappeared in less than a decade.”^^
Another example of the pressure applied by the slaveholders was against the manumission societies.
Virginia provides a good case: between 1798 and 1808 Virginia manumission societies had set free a
thousand bondsmen annually. However, following the legal halt to the Atlantic slave trade, manumission
was eventually forbidden by Virginia law; and the vulgar cupidity of slavery turned Virginia into the top
state for slave breeding.
One can conclude that Southern government strategy to coirect the “problematic situation” of slave
emancipation was naked repression. This repression was met with black resistance firom the very beginning:
“The first permanent black settlers in the American mainland, brought by the Spanish explorer Lucas
Vasquez de Ayllon in 1526, rose up during the same year, killed a number of whites, and fled to the
Indians.”^
The fear of slave violence was omnipresent in the South. A review of public and private writings fi'om
this region reveals this deep seated fear, “...a fear of insurrection, fear of death at black hands, fear of black
life, fear of blackness.. .”2^ comments Vincent Harding on white fear.
During the 1820s serious challenges to slavery were taking place in many parts of theWest: Mexico and
Columbia, “...apparently backed by England and France...” attempting to rid themselves of slavery and
Spanish rule in Cuba and Puerto Rico. Serious insunection occurred in Martinique, Puerto Rico, Cuba,
2^May, Anti-slavery Conflict, p. 163.
25Quarles, Black Abolitionists, p. 16.
26Lerone Bennett, Confrontation: Black and White (Chicago: Johnson Publicating Co., 1965), p. 19;
and Black Protest, ed. Joanne Grant (Greenwich, Conn.: Fawcet Premier, 1968), p. 8.
^^Harding, There Is A River
Antigua, Tortola, and Jamaica. News often reached the American press (albeit outside of the South),^^ and
eventually to the black population.
In the American South, slaves continually committed various violent acts. Runaways, plantation slaves,
urban slaves — outlayers — collectively and individually set fires, stole goods, sabotaged crops, and
confronted whites. Herbert Aptheker, in his superb study on Walker’s Appeal, says of the era:
Several southern cities suffered from slave-set fires, notably Petersburg, Virginia, Mobile,
Alabama, Augusta, Georgia; uprising aboard domestic slave-trading vessels recurred and two, in
1826, actually succeeded and created something of a sensation. Plots were very numerous, and
some, as led by Denmark Vesey in Charleston in 1822, involved thousands of slaves.^^
A daring slave escape took place while David Walker was compiling his Appeal. In August of 1829,
slaves being transferred to the deep South made their escape. So important were the facts of this escape that
Walker found it useful to include it in his Appeal. He severely criticizes a woman slave who aided one of
the white slave drivers:
Here, my brethren, I want you to notice particularly...the ignorant and deceitful actions of
this coloured woman. I beg you to view it candidly, as for ETERNITY!!!! Here a notorious
wretch, with two other confederates had SIXTY of them in a gang, driving them like brutes—
the men all in chains and hand-cuffs and by the help ofGod they got their chains and hand-cuffs
thrown off, and caught two of the wretches and put them to death, and beat the other until they
thought he was dead, and left him for dead; however, he deceived them, and rising from the
ground, this servile woman helped him upon his house, and he made his escape.^®
It is very important to note for the study of Walker’s Appeal that some writers saw the slave
insurrections and conspiracies of the 1830s asWalker-inspired:
Benjamin Lundy [the great pre-1830 reformer] believed that Nat Turner ‘had probably seen’ the
pamphlet and thought it ‘probable...that the conspiracies [of Turner and those which
28Aptheker, One Cry, p. 34.
29ibid., p. 34; and Herbert Aptheker, American Negro Slave Revolts (New York: International
Publishers, 1963).
^^Aptheker, One Cry, p. 87
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immediately followed] were instigated chiefly by the aforementioned pamphlet ofDavid Walker,
if in fact they owed their origin to any publication whatever.^ ^
As I study each state, I will focus clearly on anti-slavery activity at the time of the Appeal.
Also alarmed by Walker’s militancy were the pre-1830 abolitionists, Benjamin Lundy called Walker’s
Appeal “the most inflammatory publication in history, disavowing it as an injury to the cause.’’^^
In his work Black Abolitionists, Benjamin Quarles describes the anti-slavery movement prior to
Walker’s publication. He argues that two relatively separate schools existed. First was the pre-1830
reformers: they were the “pioneers” who began their opposition to slavery during the Revolutionary War.
“Conciliatory to the core” this first generation of organized abolitionists mainly adapted methods that
minimized confrontations with slaveholders. They were mostly men of means, such as John Jay and
Alexander Hamilton, who viewed slaveholders as brethren in a sordid business.^^
The second school, the post-1830 abolitionist, perceived the slaveholder as an enemy of justice,
immoral, and criminal. Their tactics were direct confrontation. Manumission, the purchase of slaves, and
other partial measures were unacceptable. Quarles states that the post-1830 abolitionist demanded
“unconditional emancipation...We shall spare no exertions nor means to bring the whole nation to speedy
repentance...”^
The publication ofWalker’s Appeal ushers in the second, militant, abolitionist movement.
A review of the contents of the Appeal will help the reader to envision the strong emotions and
reactions it elicited from all segments of the slave question.
^^Aptheker, Slave Revolts, pp. 107-108.




The Appeal contains a preamble and four articles. Its pages are filled with exclamations and pleas,
warnings and exhortations; Walker’s passion pours from the document like water. Walker declared at
beginning of his work one of his major purposes: “to awaken in the breasts of my afflicted, degraded and
slumbering brethren, a spirit of inquiry and investigation respecting our miseries and wretchedness in this
REPUBLICAN LAND OF LIBERTY!!!! ”35
For a content analysis of the Appeal, I rely heavily on Vincent Harding’s superb chapter, “Symptoms of
Liberty and Blackhead Signposts,” in his book There Is A River.
Harding notes that Walker continued several of the major trends of radical teaching among African
people: “to raise questions about the reasons for their oppression, to speak the truth concerning both
oppressed and oppressor, to clarify as fully as possible the contradictions inherent in both communities, and
to indicate the possible uses of these contradictions in struggle for freedom.”36
Actually, Harding points out.Walker accomplished more than he intended: “for over a century.Walker’s
Appeal remained a touchstone for one crucial genre of black radical analysis and agitation.”37
The title for the four articles are: “Our Wretchedness in Consequence of Slavery;” “OurWretchedness in
Consequence of Ignorance;” “Our wretchedness in Consequence of the Preachers of the Religion of Jesus
Christ;” “Our Wretchedness in Consequence of the Colonizing Plan.”
Harding gives, by far, the best content analysis of the Appeal; I will quote from him at length. He
outlines ten major themes thatWalker addressed:
1. The profound degradation of African peoples, especially those in the United States, as a
result of the racism and avarice which supported and shaped the system of slavery. (Walker
was perhaps the first writer to combine an attack on white racism and white economic
exploitation in a deliberate and critical way.)
35walker, Appeal, reprint ed. ,Aptheker, p. 64-65.
36Harding, There Is A River, p. 86.
37Harding, There Is A River, p. 86.
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2. The unavoidable judgment which a just God would bring upon the white American nation,
unless it repented and gave up its evil ways of injustice and oppression.
3. The imperative for black people to face their own complicity in their oppression, and the
need for them to end that complicity through resistance in every possible way, including
the path of armed struggle.
4. The need for blacks to develop a far greater sense of solidarity, especially between the “free”
and captive populations within the United States, and between the children of Africa here
and Attcans in the rest of the world. (This was the first clear, widely publicized call for
pan-African solidarity.)
5. The need to resist the attempts of the American Colonization Society to rid the country of
its free black population.
6. The need to gain as much education as possible as a weapon in the struggle.
7. The possibility that a new society of peace and justice could come into being if white
America were able to give up its malevolent ways, especially its racism and avarice.
8. The need for an essentially Protestant Christian religious undergirding for the black struggle
for justice.
9. The likelihood that he. Walker, would be imprisoned or assassinated as a result of the
Appeal.10.The repeated statement of his own essential sense of solidarity with his brothers and sisters
in slavery
Walker saw the fight to abolish slavery as a “holy crusade.” Resistance, he said, was obedience to God;
not to resist was sinful: “The man who would not fight under our Lord and Master Jesus Christ, in the
glorious and heavenly cause of freedom of God...ought to be kept with all of his children or family, in
slavery, or in chains, to be butchered by his cruel enemies.”^^
To aid blacks in their despair. Walker predicted that a messiah would lead God’s people to freedom:
“...the Lord our God...will send you a Hannibal...God will indeed deliver you through him from your
3®Ibid., pp. 86-87.
^^Walker, Appeal, reprint ed. Aptheker, p. 75.
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deplorable and wretched condition under Christian America. I charge you this day before my God to lay no
obstacle in his way, but let him go.”^®
One of his more accurate predictions was that of the conflict between whites: “Although the destructions
of the oppressors God may not effect by the oppressed, yet the Lord our God will surely bring other
destruction upon them — for not infrequently will he cause them to rise up against one another, to be split
and divided, and to oppress each other, and sometimes to open hostilities with sword in hand.”^^
To white Americans, the author was a fiery black prophet: “I speak Americans for your good. We must
and shall be free I say, in spite of you. And wo, wo, will be to you if we have to obtain our freedom by
fighting.”^^ This threat of fighting was by far the most dangerous message to whites, the main reason why
the pamphlet was so feared:
.. .whereas, if you can only get courage into blacks I do declare it, that one good black man can
put to death six white men; and I give it as a fact, let twelve black men get well armed for
battle and they will kill and put to flight fifty whites. The reason is, the blacks, once you get
them started, they glory in death.^^
This dreaded Appeal went through three editions before Walker’s death; some three thousand copies
were published according to sources. The reactions of Southern society is a good study in the determination






POLITICAL REACTION TO WALKER’S APPEAL IN GEORGIA
Georgia was the only one of the original thirteen colonies which began by prohibiting slaves within its
borders. This was not a protest against slavery, but purely a matter of a whites only policy. In 1735, the
founder of the colony, James Oglethorpe, and other trustees, said they “.. .considered slavery incompatible”
with their design for an all white non-plantation colony.^ Author Ruth Scarsbrough states, “They discussed
slavery from a white man’s stand-point. How the system might affect the white man was the question; they
give little consideration to the effect it [slavery] might have on the negro.”^
The trustees planned an economy based on small farmers producing silk and wine for the European
market. (However, neither crop proved successful in Georgia.) Slavery was alright elsewhere but not for
Georgia. Scarsbrough notes, “Georgia was founded for the poor — Every negro sent would prevent the
sending of a white man— Slavery would cause shiftlessness” among whites.^
However, the ill-fated desire of the trustees to maintain an all white colony could not compete with the
reality of development in the other colonies. Within the twelve colonies, slave labor meant rapid growth
and big profits. By 1750, after only eighteen years, slavery became legal in Georgia. Also the management
of slaves became an issue. Author Herbert Aptheker, in his classic work American Negro Slave Revolts,
states how in the same year that slavery was legalized in Georgia “machinery of control” was formalized:
In the same year (1750) that Parliament authorized the holding of slaves in Georgia it provided,
as precautionary measures, that for every four Negroes in the colony there was to be at least one





white manservant of militia age, and that Negroes were not to be employed in any trade except
that of agriculture, nor were they to be apprenticed to artisans with the exception of carpenters.^
It was also paramount that the political system get a handle on the onslaught of slaves. Early on,
Georgia legislators (as did other colonies) sought to control the importation of potential “problem slaves”
from areas experiencing slave insurrections. In 1793 Georgia prohibited the importation of West Indian,
East and West Florida slaves; and by 1798 prohibited the importation of all slaves.^
Even the colony’s feeble attempts at protecting its slaves turned into a tragic comedic affairs. Aptheker
notes that in 1779 Georgia enacted a measure which provided:
...that anyone guilty of willfully and maliciously’ killing or dismembering or maiming any
slave was to be subject to the same penalties as though the victim had been white ‘except in
cases of insurrection by such slave,’ and unless such maiming or dismembering [or killing]
should happen accidently in giving such slave moderate correction.^
Not only was it important to maintain control of slaves, but also of the free blacks living in slave areas.
In Georgia, as in all the slave states, laws were passed depriving “free” blacks their civil, social, and
economic rights. They could not vote or testify against whites. In many cities they could not be on the
street after dark. All Southern states had miscegenation statutes. Many free blacks were denied entry into
trades and professions. By 1818, in Georgia “free Negroes were forbidden to enter that State, and those in it
were required to legistCT each year.”
By 1827, a few years before David Walker’s Appeal appeared in Georgia, there were literally thousands
of state, county and local laws controlling African-Americans. Nonetheless, evidence points to widespread,
organized slave resistance. On June 6,1827, a letter from a Georgian to a friend in New York was printed in
the New York Inquirer:
A most dangerous and extensive insurrection of blacks was detected at Macon a few days since.
They had banded together to the number of 3(X), and were siqjposed to be instigated and headed




by a French emigrant from Mississippi. His slaves were in the plot. They had only arrested one
of the rebels. The whole of the others, with the Frenchmen, had made their escape. ^
An English visitor to August in 1829 wrote, “There was a great fire in this city in the month of April
last.. .[1829]. The fire was believed to be the work of incendiaries among the people of colour. One slave, a
female, was convicted, executed, dissect, and exposed, but she died denying the crime. Another, now with
child, is sentenced to be executed in June [1830] but she still denies her guilt.”^
This “great” fire destroyed the supplies and equipment for the Augusta militia. So alarmed was Gov.
John Forsyth that he wrote John H. Eaton, U.S. Secretary of War, requesting replacement of ammunition
fi-om the federal arsenal, “...to protect the people of the state in case of slave revolt.”^
Georgia newspapers continually reported a “rash of fires.” The Athenian, of Athens, Georgia, reported in
September of 1830:
“...an unsuccessful attempt was made to bum Macon. Wood chips, paper, and other kindling
were found under a warehouse, but because of dampness they failed to ignite. The next day, a stable
was burned and the flames spread before they could be put out...so dreadful a calamity had been
providentially averted for a time; but none can tell when it may not be visited upon us.^®
The September 1830, issue of the Macon Telegraph ran an article warning whites to “Look Out for
Incendiaries! Arouse! be up and doing, make common cause against danger...” The author called for whites
to unite;
Adopt promptly and efficiently, such measures as will secure your lives and property against the
malice of the incendiary and the fiiry of the destroying element ^ ^
^Ibid., p. 279
8lbid., p. 281.
^Aptheker, One Continual Cry, p. 45.
lOCary Howard, “The Georgia Reaction to David Walker’s Appeal,” (Masters Thesis, University of
Georgia, 1967), pp. 34-35.
Macon Telegraph, September 18,1830.
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Slave violence created a constant problem for Southern society, and the most common method of dealing
with the problem was repression.
The Southern state legislatures were, in the final analysis, the political arm of the slavocracy. From
1750 until the Civil War, both Georgia chambers filled the statutes with repressive slave codes. The House,
in December of 1829, just days before Walker's Appeal was discovered, approved a bill which mandated
the death penalty for slaves and free blacks, for the “...willfull and malicious burning or setting fire...” to a
dwelling anywhere in the state.”
Therefore, when Savannah police discovered Walker’s Appeal in December of 1829, the swift political
reaction to suppress its rebellious message was an example of a political system organized to protect the
rights of slave owners and, by doing so, crushed the rights of all blacks.
The circumstances surrounding the discover of the Appeal in Georgia are interesting.
The Savannah pamphlets were shipped by Walker to Georgia via a Boston vessel. While docked at
Savannah “a white steward” reportedly gave a package of sixty copies “to a Negro minster for
distribution.”^ 3
In some way the Savannah police discovered the pamphlets and delivered them to the mayor,William T.
Williams. He reacted immediately: On December 12, he wrote Harrison Gray Otis, mayor of Boston,
“informing him that his city was the source of a highly inflammatory work.”^^ He identified Walker’s
pamphlet and demanded the arrest and punishment of the author.
^^Acts of the General Assembly, p. 171; also Oliver H. Prince, comp., A Digest of the Laws of the
State of Georgia (Athens 1837), p. 789.




In reply, Boston’s Mayor Otis expressed sympathy with the Savannah authorities. He agreed with the
“extremely bad and inflammatory tendency of the publication.” However, Walker had “disobeyed no
Massachusetts law and therefore could not be seized.”
Nonetheless, Otis did send his “representative” toWalker and questioned him about his leaflet. Walker,
undaunted — and aware of his first amendment rights — confessed his writing and distribution of the
Appeal; and stated he “.. .intended to keep on doing exactly what the Mayor of Savannah did not want him
to do.. .with his own money if he could find no other means of doing so.”^^
Mayor Otis issued a warning to all captains and crews on Southern bound ships of the dangers of
importing such a pamphlet He also wrote Georgia Governor Gilmer stating that he had tried to obtain the
“dispised document.” He expressed the desire that all criminals in this matter be brought to certain
punishment and that
I should exault in being instrumental to their conviction — You may therefore Sir most freely
command my attention to your wishes in any measures or thoughts by our laws, to obtain your
object in any further occurrence.^^
Mayor Williams of Savannah, also wrote Georgia Gov. George Gilmer informing him of the arrival of
the seditious pamphlet and pressed upon him the urgency of responding to its potential danger. On
DecembCT 21, Governor Gilmer acknowledged the mayor’s letter and instructed the mayor “...to have the
white man arrested by whom the pamphlets were attempted to be distributed.”^^
^^Howard, “Georgia Reaction,” p. 37
l^Aptheker, One Cry., p. 46
l^Harrison Gray Otis to George Gilmer, April 3, 1830, Talamon Culyer Collection, University of
Georgia, Athens.
^^Milledgeville Southern Recorder, August 28, 1830.
^^Georgia. Letter Book of Governors of Georgia, 1829, 1830. Gilmer to Williams, December 21,
1829, pp. 10-11.
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Williams replied that the white steward had been arrested the day after the pamphlets were discovered.
Questioned,
in the presence of his captain, he appeared to be completely ignorant of the nature of the
contents of the package. Because of the lack of any evidence against him, he was released after
his baggage had been searched for additional printedmatter.^
Governor Gilmer received Williams’ letter on December 20, a day before the last day of that session
ofGeorgia legislature. He immediately convened a special session of the legislature and presented a copy of
the pamphlet to the delegates. Because of the inflammatory nature of the document, and the danger of
rumors, he cautioned them “.. .less should be said then done.”^^
The 1829 session of the general assembly was to end on December 21. However, because of the
Appeal and the necessity of enacting legislation to suppress it, the policy makers extended their work
another day.
Governor Gilmer recommended swift action: “...prohibit the entry into Georgia harbors of any ships
with Negro crewmen...prohibit the further admittance into Georgia of slaves for sale...this overflow of
bondsmen from Virginia and Maryland made such a law vital to both the security and interest of the
state.”22
The Congressmen, perceiving the onerousness of Walker's Appeal circulating in a state with over
200,000 slaves, reacted immediately. The very next day, in the special session the legislators passed the
following very explicit act:
That if any slave, negro, mustizzo, or free person of colour, or any other person shall circulate,
bring or cause to be circulated or brought into this state or aid or assist in any manner
concerned any printed or written pamphlet, paper or circular, for the purposes of exciting to
insurrection, conspiracy or resistance among the slaves, negroes, or free persons of color, of
20lbid., Williams to Gilmer, pp. 10-11.
^^Howard, “Georgia Reaction,” p. 42-43.
22Georgia. Minutes of the Executive Department from November 2,1829 to September 1,1832, 43-
44 MS. Department of Archives and History, State of Georgia, Atlanta.
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this state, against their owners or the citizens of this state, the said person or person offending
against this section of this act, shall be punished with death.^^
Senate bill No. 80 was the center piece of legislation enacted to counter the perceived threats of
Walker's Appeal. It required all ships docking in Georgia with blacks on them in any capacity, employed
or passenger, “...should perform quarantine, and that means be adopted to prevent such persons of colour
from coming into this State or from communicating with the coloured people of this State.” This act also
made it illegal for Georgia blacks to contact those on ships: “...[n] or shall it be lawful for any negro or
person of colour residing in this State to go board of such ship or vessel while riding quarantine, or to have
communication with any such coloured person or board of said vessel.”^
Resulting punishment was harsh. Any black Georgian attempting to communicate with a quarantined
black seaman could be seized by the authorities and whipped “...not more than thirty-nine lashes.” The
black seaman who was caught communicating with any black Georgian could be arrested and held in jail
until his vessel was ready to depart If the captain, who was responsible for paying the seaman’s room and
board while in jail, decided to abandon the sailor (or passenger), the person would be confined in jail for
three months. Afterwards, he had ten days to leave the state or be whipped a “maximum of thirty-nine
lashes.”^
Section eleven of the act was one of the infamous laws against educating slaves:
That if any slave, negro, or free person of or any white person shall teach any other slave, negro
or free person of colour, to read or write either written or printed characters, the said free person
of color, our slave, shall be punished by fine and whipping or fine...at the discretion of the
court...
23Georgia. Acts of Georgia Assembly, 1829, p. 171.
^^Georgia. Minutes of the Executive Department from November 2,1829 to September 1,1832, 43-
44 MS. Department of Archives and History, State of Georgia, Atlanta.
25Georgia. Senate Journal, General Assembly ofGeorgia 1829, p. 318.
26ibid., p. 318.
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Whites convicted of this offense were to be punished by fine, “not exceeding 500 dollars and imprisonment
at the discretion of the court.” It is recorded that two white missionaries to the Cherokee nation, the
Reverends Worcester and Butler, were “...maltreated and imprisoned in 1829 or 1830 for having one of
Walker’s pamphlets, as well as for admitting some colored children to their Indian school.”^^
In section 12 of act 80 an 1817 law was revived “prohibiting the introduction of slaves into the state” for
sale. A heavy fine was to be imposed on those who brought slaves across state lines for the purpose of
disposing of them at auctions. Only on “certain conditions” would slaves be transported into the state. The
effectiveness of this act was questionable. However, it passed in effort to keep “troublemakers out and to
decrease the slave population.”^
The legislators reasoned that if blacks are kept away from all written material the probability of them
acquiring or understanding seditious material is lessened; therefore, they included a section that made it
illegal for blacks to work in the printing trade: “...no slave or free person of colour shall be employed in
the setting of types in any printing office in this State.” The violators of this law were fined ten dollars per
employee.^^
Legislation was also passed, in this special session, limiting the rights of free blacks. According to
Georgia law, free blacks were granted access to court in order to sue over wrongdoings (and sometimes for
their freedom). However, this “privilege” depended solely on a free black having a white “permanent”
guardian. This law always proved bothersome to slaveholders. The delegates included in this ‘Anti-David
^^Samuel J. May, Some Recollection of Our Anti-Slavery Conflict (Boston: Fields, Osgood, and Co.,
1869), p. 134.
^^Georgia. Acts of Georgia General Assembly, 1829, p. 171.
29oiiver H. Prince, Prince Digest, p. 789.
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Walker’ bill an act that relinquished trustees from their responsibilities any time they desired by notifying
the inferior courts.^®
The Boston newspaper Columbian Centinel expressed sympathy for Georgia and its slave problem:
This act appears at first blush violent and sanguinary. On nearer approach, however, it appears
necessary to the immediate safety of whites. We have seen the pamphlet, which is doubtless
here alluded to and do not hesitate to pronounce it one of the most wicked and inflammatory
productions that ever issued from the press. Its character is entirely mischievous, without one
redeeming quality, and we should judge from the drift, that the writer whatever may be his
exterior complexion, bears a heart as dark and cruel as the great friend of Pandaemonium. It
reveals a disposition that would exist to see the white population slaughtered in their beds.^^
The debate surrounding Walker’s Appeal gives us the opportunity to examine the volatile ‘states rights’
issue. March 1830, Savannah’s Mayor, William T. Williams, wrote Governor Gilmer telling him that he
had written U.S. Senator (and former Georgia governor) John Forsyth, encouraging him to ask the U.S.
Congress to “...devise some means for counteracting the efforts of the author [David Walker].” Mayor
Williams requested that the governor send a copy of the dreadful pamphlet to the Congressman, and give
Senator Forsyth instructions on legislation to be put before the U.S. Congress against such works.
Governor Gilmer wrote to Senator Forsyth and enclosed a copy of the “seditious pamphlet” However, he
refused to instruct the Georgia congressional delegation to initiate such legislation. Governor Gilmer
opposed federal involvement in any aspect of the slavery issue. Interference of any kind was considered an
invasion of Southern property rights and political independence.^^ Governor Gilmer states in a letter to
MayorWilliams, Southern logic:
30ciement Eaton, “Dangerous Pamphlet in the Old South,” The Journal of Southern History, vol. n
(1936), p. 328.
Georgia. Governor Letters Book, Williams to Gilmer, March 5, 1830, Georgia State Archives,
Atlanta, Georgia
32Georgia. Governor Letters Book, Williams to Gilmer, March 5, 1830, Georgia State Archives,
Atlanta, Georgia
33Georgia. Governor Letters Book, Gilmer to John Forsyth, March 12, 1830, 1829-1831, p. 39
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I do not consider that the Government of the U.S. States has any such power, the property
which we claim in our slaves is created and secured only by the laws of the states. No other
authority can or ought to be permitted to legislate upon that subject. The power of the state is
competent to that purpose.”^'^
The policy of the slave states was to close ranks and protect slavery. GovernorGilmer continues:
The slave holding states are a minority in the Union. The strongest prejudices are continually
excited against us. The exercise of any authority in relation to our slaves though its pretense
may be to secure us from danger of insurrection might eventually lead to the assumption of
legislative control over the whole subject and would most probably end in the loss of our rights
of property and utter destruction of the present state of society
The governor’s polemic was a political lesson for Mayor Williams. The suppression of anti-slavery
materials and the right to own slaves were “^ples and oranges.” Governor Gilmer continues:
Any interference with our slaves by the U.S. States government would endanger our rights and
interest— by more than we can suffer from individual incendiaries. We have ample means to
punish all such to the full determination...”
Mayor Williams wrote back saying he agreed “...about the interference of Congress on the subject
of our Negroes.”^^
Upon hearing that the Boston mayor could not legally arrestWalker, the advocates of slavery were
outraged. A group of Georgians began a hunger strike:
Vowing that they would eat as little as possible until they had killed the author, they offered a
reward of $1000 for a dead Walker and $10,000 for him alive. This bounty was reportedly
matched by a similar one by the Georgia legislature.^^
Cary Howard, in The Georgia Reaction to Walker's Appeal, speaks about the anti-Appeal mania.
Anyone caught with the despised work in his possession was placed in an extremely vulnerable
position...Anything said or written about the pamphlet could be misinterpreted or
misunderstood. Commenting on the Appeal could destroy a man, his family, and his business.
34ibid., p. 39.
3^Ibid., p. 39.
3%oward, “Georgia Reaction,” p. 49.
^^Aptheker, One Cry, p. 63.
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Wild rumors alienated his friends and neighbors, as there was no middle ground concerning an
issue so firaught with emotion.^^
The case of Elijah H. Burritt gives us the best example of the public reaction to David Walker’s Appeal
in Georgia.
Elijah Burritt was a Milledgeville, Georgia (the 1829 state capitol) printer and editor of the Statesman
and Patriot. He was a native of Connecticut who, by 1830, had lived in the South for twenty years. He
was also the brother of Elihu Burritt, the “learned Blacksmith,” who was a famous reformer, abolitionist,
and advocate of international peace.^^ Whether Elijah, like his brother, was an abolitionist or a sympathizer
depends on the evidence reviewed. The state authorities, his business parmer, and other accused him of
abolitionist activity. On the other hand, Burritt’s family and friends categorically denied all the charges and
suspicions levied against him. Nevertheless, his association with Walker’s Appeal proved disastrous.
According to Burritt’s family and friends, Elijah came into contact with the Appeal solely in a
professional capacity. “On the last day of the General Assembly [Burritt] examined a copy of the Appeal in
the Executive Office. This leaflet was the governor’s sole copy and had been sent to him by the mayor of
Savannah.” Because of the busy nature of the governor’s office, Burritt’s defenders claimed, he could not
concentrate on the pamphlet so he took it home to better study it as an editor of a newspaper ought.
Assuming he would have to return the pamphlet immediately to the governor, he “wrote David Walker, on
the same day, requesting a copy of the leaflet so he could read it”^®
In his letter, Burritt told Walker that his publication had just been discussed in the state
legislature now in session. He said that Georgia would undoubtedly pass some law in relation
to its circulation. Burritt felt thatWalker’s brochure would therefore, become the topic ofmuch
discussion of considerable interest. Since all copies found in Savannah had been seized, I have
to request that you will forward me, one, or more copies, to this office and I will give you an
^^Howard, p. 62; also see Merle Curti, The Learned Blacksmith (New York: University of Wisconsin
Press, 1937).
^^Aptheker, One Cry, p. 63.
^^oward, “Georgia Reaction,” p. 62
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order to receive the amount on some house in Boston, as soon as the same shall come to
hand.^^
Buiritt’s family contended when at home, he called the pamphlet a “strange work;” and doubted if David
Walker existed. When twenty pamphlets arrived, Burritt was astonished at the number sent, and perplexed
by Walker’s letter accompanying the package:
The editor read it and laughed at its nonsensical style, especially the part in which Walker
referred to him as ‘such friends.’ Burritt casually mentioned to a few of his friends (and
reportedly his business partner) that he had received the work, but had not yet read it.^^
Nothing more was done about the pamphlet until early February, 1830, when Burritt traveled to
Augusta. “During his absence, a gentleman called to obtain a sight of the pamphlet.” Burritt’s co-editor,
John G. Pohill (later one ofBurritt’s accusers), claimed:
The copy could not for sometime be found but when about abandoning the search as hopeless,
they discovered it in a remote comer of the office, with fifteen or twenty more of the same
description.. .no person in the office could account for their q)pearance.^3
When, a few days later, a letter from Walker arrived for Burritt, Pohill opened the lettCT. In this letter
David Walker stated, “...he awaited two weeks for an answer from Mr. Burritt...he apologizes for not
sending more than twenty pamphlets...” and asked Burritt “...on his honor as a gentleman to perform his
engagement.“Astounded” by the connection of the “scoundrel” Walker and Burritt, Pohill quickly
gathered friends and sought their advice on this “dangerous matter.” Their advice was to take the letter and
the pamphlets to the governor.
^^Southern Record, July 31,1830, E. H. Burritt to DavidWalker, December 21,1829, Milledgeville.
^^Howaid, “Georgia Reaction”, p. 63.
^^Georgian, Saturday, March 13,1830, p. 2
“^Ibid., p.2.
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A warrant was sworn out for Elijah Burritt’s arrest. On February 19, 1830, Burritt returned to
Milledgeville from Augusta. “...[Bjefore getting from his sulkey he was arrested for an attempt to excite to
insurrection the slave population, by circulating Walker’s Pamphlets.
A technical error in the warrant caused Burritt to be dismissed. However, at the proceedings, “...he arose
and made an exculpatory speech to the justices and by-standers, in the course of which he produced another
letter, from this same DavidWalker...criminating him more than the other.’*^^
There are two, relatively separate, versions of v/hat happened next to Burritt. In Cary Howard’s account,
“Georgia Reaction,” Burritt was arrested again that night “...at the insistence of certain officials of the
town.” He was questioned all night and released the next day, “...as there was not...sufficient evidence of
criminal intent to permit imprisonment.”^^ Receiving information that he would again be arrested, and
doubting he could receive a fair trial in the “intense excitement existing,” on the Monday following his
initial arrest Burritt fled.
The second version is reported by Her’oert Aptheker in One Cry; he also stated that Burritt was arrested
but cited Merle Curti, author of The Learned Blacksmith, the Life and Journals of Elihu Burritt, that
Elijah Burritt “was finally forced to flee for his life in the middle of the night when a hostile mob attacked
his dwelling.”^^
More research is needed to determine which version is more accurate. However, it is a fact that Burritt did
fleeMilledgeville, afraid for his life.
'^Sibid., p. 2
46ibid., p. 2.
^^Howard, “Georgia Reaction,” p. 65.
^^Aptheker, One Cry, p. 47.
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He first went to Augusta, where he narrowly escaped arrest. He traveled to reach Hamburg, Georgia and
from there headed northward. The South Carolina paper Columbia Telescope stated that “Mr. E. H. Burritt
passed through...on his way to the North.”^^
As stated earlier, John Pohill, the Statesman and Patriot co-editor, took the letters David Walker wrote
to Elijah Burritt and gave them to Governor Gilmer. Gilmer wrote Boston mayor Otis for the second time,
relating the contents ofWalker’s letter to Burritt, and how serious the matter had become. He requested that
Otis send someone to searchWalker’s dwelling and seize any correspondence from Burritt GovernorGilmer
said, “You will confer an obligation upon a whole community by an early attention to the subject of this
letter.’’^®
Governor Gilmer, also, wrote the justice of the peace of Baldwin County, B. P. Stubbs, explaining
about the discovery of the pamphlets and that Burritt was in his jurisdiction. The Governor states, “The
seriousness of this crime places extra responsibility on each public official to be especially alert and diligent
in its detection and punishment.’’^ ^ Justice Stubbs was ordered to call Pohill and other witnesses to
determine whether the accused was guilty of the “atrocious crime.” The first week in March, Burritt was
indicted by a grand jury. Cary Howard states:
The basis for this formal accusation was the section of acts assented to by the Georgia
legislature the previous December. This law had made the circulation of introduction of any
^^Savannah Daily Georgian, March 9, 1830. There is also evidence that Burritt safely reached the
North. A letter from S. S. Jocelyn to W. L. Garrison, dated New Haven, July 12, 1832, asks that The
Liberator be sent Burritt at Berlin, Conn., “the gentleman who suffers so much on account ofWalker’s
pamphlet. 1 had an interview with him yesterday— he is a noble soul— lived 20 years in Georgia— has
facts on the subject of slavery most horrible.” From H. Aptheker, To Be Free (New York: International
Publishers, 1949); also cited in Aptheker, One Cry, p. 47.
^^Georgia. Governors’ Letters Book, Gilmer to Otis, February 12, 1830; March 23, 1830, State
Archives, Atlanta, Georgia.
^^Georgia. Governor Letters Book, Gilmer to B. P. Stubbs, February 11, 1830, Letter Book, 1829-
1831.
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seditious or incendiary material into the state a capital offense. But until the fugitive could be
apprehended, no further action could be taken.^^
Unlike the minimum coverage of the Appeal itself, the Burritt case received state wide newspaper
coverage. Opinions were polarized — either you were for Burritt, or against him. Georgia newspapers
printed the debates on him weekly. There were many charges and countercharges. Tempers flew, there was
much name calling. So controversial became the subject many residents, fearing the consequences of
speaking out in public, signed their letters with pseudonyms such as “justice” or “enquirer”
Private battles and debates were printed. In every edition,there appeared a new charge or counter
charge by one of the two angry combatants.^^
So explosive was the issue that some newspapers hesitated before printing “even the basic facts of the
case until they were definite, because they did not want to add to the already flying rumors with the
‘customary exaggeration and embellishments.’” The Athenian stated that it wanted to comment on the case
but refrained until it received the details in “... something like an official or least authentic shape.”^^
Burritt’s main accuser was his business partner, John Pohill. However, nowhere in his accusations did he
state that prior to the discovery of the pamphlet was Burritt suspect of abolitionist activity. Yet, following
the discover of Walker’s letters, Pohill did all in his power to raise suspicion about Burritt being an
abolitionist.
The wife ofElijah Burritt, Ann, strongly defended her husband. In one letter to the editors she suggested
his accusers had political motives beyond protecting white society from violent slave insurrections. Howard
Cary states:
She knew that no evidence had been shown that the accused had any ulterior motives, but
thought that members of his political party who disliked him were trying to get ride of him.




She believed that possibly Pohill wanted to eliminate Burritt from the political and editorial
scene.^^
There appears to be some factual basis to Mrs. Burritt’s claim that Pohill wished to hurt her husband.
When Burritt, the part owner of Statesman and Patriot, fled, his property was attached and sold at public
auction. “Burritt’s friend, Seaton Grantland, pointed out that Pohill had gotten not only the subscribers of
the Statesman and Patriot, but also its advertisers, estimated to be worth about $6,000...which was sold
for $1,500.56
For the entire year, 1830, the debate continued over the guilt or innocence of Elijah Burritt. “Burritt
apparently settled in Connecticut and began a new life. Mrs. Burritt and their children planned to join him
after the excitement over the pamphlet affair died.
The above description ofWalker’s Appeal in Georgia shows (1) how entrenched slavery was in Georgia
when Walker’s Appeal was being circulated, (2) the political reactions of Georgia three branches of




NORTH CAROLINA’S POLITICAL REACTION TO WALKER’S APPEAL
Before 1715 slavery in North Carolina was de facto. Bordering Virginia, where slavery was established
early, it was relatively easy for the practice to drift into North Carolina. In 1715, an act of the General As¬
sembly of the colony gave legal sanction to slavery.^
Unlike Georgia, which forbade slavery at first, slavery in North Carolina was officially encouraged.
Rosser Taylor states:
...the [Lords Proprietors] consistently encouraged the bringing of slaves by offering grants of
land not in excess of fifty acres, to bona fide settlers for each imported able-bodied slave above
the age of fourteen years.^
Colonial officials in North Carolina didn’t debate so much the merits of slavwy as they did the control of
the slaves. Their concerns were twofold, (1) to control slave labor, and (2) prevent slave violence and insur¬
rections. In North Carolina, as in all slave states, the white community population had a deathly fear of
slave violence. As early as 1729 a law was passed giving a “punishment of forty lashes for negroes who
traveled at night without a pass.”^
The development of slave codes in North Carolina juxtaposed the development of slavery. Early settlers,
with limited capital and labor, resorted to small-scale farming in which slave labor was important but not a
dominant factor. However, by 1790s, with a growing tobacco crop — especially in the northern countries
^Rosser Howard Taylor, “Slaveholding in North Carolina: An Economic View,” The James Sprunt
Historical Publications (January 1926): 9; see North Carolina, Colonial Records, I, 371.
^Taylor, “Slaveholding,” , p. 9.
3lbid., p. 20
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— slave labor increased. Slave labor was ideal for tobacco; every able bodied slave, except the very young,
was utilized^
One of the most repressive, and omnipresent institutions of slavery in colonial North Carolina (as other
states) was the slave patrol. By reviewing statutes regulating the patrols one can see the attempts by poUcy
makers to “manage” the slave problem.
In 1753, the General Assembly passed a statute that inaugurated slave patrols. Referred to as “searchers,”
power was given to the justices of county courts to ^point searchers. Writer Rosser Taylor chronicles the
patrol statutes:
The searchers were.. .to search the negro quarters four times a year and oftener if necessary for
‘gxms, swords, and other weapons.’ In 1779 the law of searcher was revised...the revised statute
required searchers to search for weapons once a month. In addition they were to apprehend all
slaves found off their masters’ plantations without a pass...An act of 1794 required more fre¬
quent inspection of negro quarters and empowered patrols to inflict punishment, not exceeding
fifteen lashes, on slaves found off their owners’ premises without a written pass.^
Slave revolts in the Caribbean played a major role in North Carolina slave control legislation. At the
North Carolina Convention to ratify the United States Constitution in Hillsborough in 1788, the delegates
were unanimous in their condemnation of the “abominable” slave trade.^ In fact, in 1795, reacting to the
1791 San Domingo insurrection, a law was passed that specifically stated that “any of the slaves [imported]
firom any of the Bahama Islands above the age of fifteen years meant a penalty of one hundred pounds.”^
Heavy restrictions were placed on any congregation of slaves. Dancing and drinking parties were not
tolerated. Religious gatherings were monitored. A precursor to the anti-DavidWalker’s Appeal legislation
was a statute passed by the General Assembly in 1741 making it a crime punishable by death “for three or
4lbid.
^Taylor, “Slave Conspiracies in North Carolina,” The North Carolina Historical Review, vol. 5, no. 1
(January, 1928), pp. 20-21.
Baylor, “Slaveholding,” p. 28.
^North Carolina. North Carlina Laws 1794, p. 2; see North Carolina, Revisal of 1821, p.p 786-787.
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more slaves to conspire to make insurrection."^ The trials and punishment of convicted conspirators were
always swift and aimed at impressing the entire slave community.
As with Georgia, runaways caused much apprehension. The Wilmington Chronicle, July 3, 1795, re¬
ported that “runaways had been raiding neighborhood plantations, killed an overseer Jacob Lewis, and
wounded William Steely.”^ This promoted authorities to post a night guard.
In 1802, Eli Whitney sold the patent rights to his “cotton gin” to North Carolinians. King Cotton had
arrived. Within ten years the total output of cotton nearly doubled. By the 1860 census, some counties had
several hundred plantations. In the state, according to the census, one hundred plantations had at least one
thousand acres each; and each plantation had hundreds of slaves.
Table I shows the slave and white population of a few of North Carolina “cotton countries” within a
twenty year span.
As with Georgia, slave unrest increased significantly during the decade before, and immediately follow¬
ing, the circulation of Walker's Appeal.
In 1820 “outlayers” also known as “maroons” “became especially troublesome in Gates County, North
Carolina, and killed at least one white man. A hunting party succeeded in bagging Harry, a leader of the
fugitives, whose head was assessed at two hundred dollars.”^*^
As with other states, slave resistance was widespread and organized. In 1821 freeman, slaves, and run¬
aways gathered forces and “assumed the proportions of rebellion.” The state called out about three hundred
militia:
^Iredell, Revisal, ch. 24.
^Wilmington Chronicle, 3 July 1795.
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Although the said militia [sic] did not succeed in apprehending all the runaways and fugitives,
they did good by arresting some, and driving others off, and suppressing the spirit of
insurrection.^^
One slave, “a prime mover...Isam...alias General Jackson,” eventually died from lashes publicly inflicted at
Cape Fear, North Carolina.^^
The inhabitants of Edgecombe County, North Carolina, were much “distraught” in December of 1825
“by the partial discover of an insurrectionary plot among the blacks who seem to believe that the national
government had actually set them free. The patrol was strengthened, the militia called out and the conspir¬
acy crushed.”!^
One of the important barometers of anti-slave activity were the numerous manumission societies in the
South. As stated in the introduction, the 1830s ushered in militant abolitionist and equally militant pro¬
slavery advocates. The Yearly Meeting, a North Carolina manumission society, emancipated some six hun¬
dred to one thousand slaves to free governments in Liberia, Haiti, and other places till 1835.^^ However,
following Nat Turner’s rebellion of August 1831,the society omitted altogether the 1831 meeting. The
March meeting of 1832 was barely able to gather a quorum. In July of 1834 the society was dissolved.^^
Rumors of slave insurrections caused great fear among citizens of North Carolina. Some citizens, in
1832, formed The Nash County Humane and Slave Protection Societies. This altruistic name doesn’t repre¬
sent the group’s real intent of policing slave radicalism and protecting slaveholder’s propaty. Finnie in his
dissertation enumerates the organization’s objectives;
(1) The detection and suppression of the source of discontent and conspiracy among slaves, (2)
the scrutiny of the conduct of the Negro population and the correspondence and expressions of
l^North Carolina. Legislative Papers 1824-1825, no. 366.
12ibid., p. 366.
^^Aptheker, Slave Revolts, p. 267.




information concerning the conduct of slaves throughout the state, (3) the prevention of the
indiscriminate and unceremonious sacrifice of slaves by the white population acting under the
influence of excitement
Apparently, Walker’s Appeal did not come to the attention of North Carolina officials until the summer
of 1830. In Wilmington, Walker’s hometown, James McRae, the Magistrate of Police, sent Gov. John
Owen several copies that were seized there. In his letter, dated August 16, 1830, Magistrate McRae dis¬
cusses the discovery:
An investigation of the affairs has shown that the author had an Agent in this place (a slave)
who had received this book with instructions to distribute them throughout the state particularly
in Newbem, Fayette, Elizabeth.
This “agent,” McRae continues, “confesses” to have received “200 of said pamphlets from the author for
the purpose of being distributed among the slaves of this place.” The “agent” that magistrate McRae
speaks of was Jacob Cowan — a slave. Historian Marshall Rachleff gives us an account of this courageous
slave. He was arrested and placed in jail where he “confessed” to receiving the pamphlets “but refused to
give information” about to whom the books were circulated. After this interrogation Cowan was “put on
the Charleston, South Carolina slave block to be sold ‘down the river’ to Mobile, Alabama.”^^
Mobile authorities received a letter from McRae November 3, 1831 “to make known to your town
circumstances under which the said negro [sic] was banished from our town that you may be on your guard
l^ibid., p. 104.
^^North Carolina. Governors' Letters 1820-1830, James McRae to Governor James Owens, August
16, 1830;, p. 218-219.
ISibid., p. 218-219.
l^Marshall Rachleff, “Document: DavidWalker’s Southern Agent,” Journal ofNegro History, p. 100.
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against a renewal on his part of the attempt which drove him from his family.”^® McRae couldn’t because
there was:
No law in our State by which to punish the offense of distributing seditious publications, our
board of Commissioner’s shipped the said Jacob to Charleston with instructions to have him
sold into the interior of other southern states, where he would be deprived of the opportunity
afforded by a sea port town to receive and distribute such books.^^
The report of Cowan caused much political concern in Alabama. The judicial and executive branches re¬
sponded with alarm. The solicitor of the first judicial circuit in Alabama, David Crawford, was so upset by
the revelation of Cowan in his district, that he immediately wrote the Governor of North Carolina. In his
letter he stated that if “a formal demand” ofCowan was made they would ship him back. But no law against
passing seditious pamphlets in North Carolina existed and he doubted if such a request will be made. The
Solicitor also wrote Alabama Gov. John Cayle stating that there were no Alabama laws that made it illegal
for seditious material to be distributed. Solicitor Crawford continues:
It is very desirable that he should be at once removed from this State if this can be done without
infringing the rights of his owner. If this cannot be done/and it much fear if cannot be/a law
should be immediately enacted punishing the offense for which he was banished from North
Carolina, and which this [sic] very probable, [sic] he may repeat here.^^
Rachleff notes that the Alabama Assembly did not pass a law until its 1840-1841 session punishing
slaves convicted of conspiracy, insurrection or rebellion with execution.^^
In the solicitor’s letter to Alabama Governor Gayle, he puts forth another theory about Cowan’s rebel¬
lious activity. Seven slaves had just been convicted in Monroe County for conspiracy. One slave confessed
^^Rachleff, p. 101; North Carolina. Governor John Gayle’s Correspondence, James F. McRae to the
Police of Mobile, November 31, 1830; Alabama Department of Archives and History, Montgomery,
Alabama.
^^Rachleff, “Document DavidWalker’s Southern Agent,” p. 101.
22ibid., p. 101-102.
23ibid., p. 101; see James B. Sellers, Slavery in Alabama, (University of Alabama Press, 1950), pp.
219, 263.
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that a letter was received from Mobile stating that “there would be war soon between the Whites and
Blacks,” Crawford believed that Cowan wrote this letter
As in Georgia, the presence of Walker's Appeal in North Carolina caused swift activity from the
executive branch of the state government. Three days after Governor Owens received magistrate McRae’s
letter he contacted government officials statewide. On August nineteenth. Governor Owens wrote William
T. Barry, the postmaster: “A well disposed person of color had put into the hands of the commissioners of
that town [Wilmington], a pamphlet published by one David Walker of Boston.’’^^ Governor Owens spoke
of the fear that haunted many white citizens: “...measures had been taken towards their [slaves]
emancipation at a certain, and not very distant day...[Tlhe circulation of the book...proves beyond a doubt
that there exist systematic attempts to sow sedition.”^^ Governor Owens then sent a notice to the police
officers of principal towns of the state and to the senators of North Carolina’s thirty-two counties: “I beg
you will lay this matter before the police of your town...” He encourages them to arrest the circulation of
the pamphlet and send any information about the pamphlet or agents of Walker to the attention of the
Govemor.^^
Local government executives also attempted to neutralize the effectiveness of Walker’s Appeal.
Fayetteville, North Carolina authorities were gravely concerned. The Magistrate of Police, L.D. Henry, after
receiving the governor’s directive, met with the commissioners of the town and discussed Walker's Ap¬
peal. In a letter to Governor Owens, Magistrate Henry reported that the commissioners decided to employ
“secret agents to prevade the black the community.. .so that, if those pamphlets are here they will and must
^^Rachleff, "Document: David Walker’s Southern Agent," p. 103.
^^North Carolina. Governor Letters Book, 1830, Governor John Owen to William T. Barry, Post




come to Additionally, Henry noted how unsecure the city’s arsenal was and requested that each
member allowed to keep his arms.
H. Burgwyn wrote from Newbem, North Carolina, that Walker's Appeal has been discovered there. A
runaway slave, “Moses,” was in jail for murder when the jailer’s wife overheard him discussing a conspiracy
among slaves in the community.
When he was questioned, he confessed knowledge of conspiracy among the slaves of the neigh¬
borhood. Walker’s pamphlets had been brought from Wilmington, weapons had been stored
away, and captains appointed for the projected uprising on Christmas Day.^^
Prior to the appearance of Walker's Appeal the North Carolina legislature squabbled over various slav-
oy policies some congressmen considered excessive. Rosser Taylor states:
In the Assembly of 1827-28 there were several bills in regard to minor features of the slave
controversy, but none passed. In 1828-1829 a bill was introduced to prohibit the education of
slaves and on the recommendation of the Judiciary Committee it was rejected.^^
However, with the discovery of Walker’s Appeal in North Carolina this sentiment changed. Taylor
continues: “It was only when the Governor sent in the assembly a copy of an inflammatory circular found
in North Carolina and in other states, that passion rose to summer heat again.”^ ^
Governor Owens, a strong supporter of slavery and a believer of the evils and deviltry of the abolitionist
used the Appeal’s circulation in 1830 to warn the people of the state, and delegates to the legislature,
“against the machinations of...reckless informers.”^^
28North Carolina, Governors’ Letters 1830. To Governor John Owens from J. D. Hemy, Magistrate of
Police of Fayetteville, North Carolina, September 3,1820, State Archives, Raleigh, N.C., p. 232.
29ciement, Eaton, “Dangerous Pamphlet in the Old South,” The Journal of Southern History, vol. n
(1936), p. 328.
^^Taylor, “Slaveholding in North Carolina,” p. 232.
31lbid., p. 100; ai\so Raleigh Register, November 1830, pp. 18,25.
^^Taylor, “Slave Conspiracies,” p. 28.
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A systematic attempt is being made by some reckless person, some too, who under pious exer-.
tions to enlighten Ae ignorant and lead them from sensualizing darkness, are willing to sow
sedition among our slaves, and this book,^^ artfully, distorting the peaceful doctrines of the
Bible is intended and well-calculated to prepare the minds of that portion of our population for
any measure however desperate.^
Governor Owens continues his diatribe affirming slavery and charging the legislature to perform its duty:
It is fruitless to complain of the relations between master and servant, it would be criminal in
the legislature to attempt to avoid any responsibility growing out of this relation inherent in the po¬
litical condition of the Southern country by which the security of property or value may be
effected.35
The North Carolina legislature went into secret session to draft laws aimed specifically at codes that
could suppress slaves responding to Walker’s Appeal. According to Rosser Taylor, this was only the sec¬
ond secret session in the history of the state.^^ A legislative committee was established: The Joint
Committee on Slaves and Free Persons of Color. On December 1, 1830, the committee reported that
“they were satisfied an extensive conspiracy existed to disaffect the slaves.”^^
Equally important was the law forbidding free persons and slaves to marry. The general assembly
proceeded to pass a series of slave codes, each designed to control minute details of black life. State
legislators also used this opportunity to establish strict laws against the dreaded practice of intermarriage:
“That hereafter it shall not be lawful for any free negro or free person of colour to marry a white person; and
any marriage hereafter solemnized or celebrated between any firee negro or firee person of colour and a white
33j>robably Walker’s Appeal.
^^North Carolina Gazette, 18 November 1830.
^^Taylor, “Slavery,” p. 101.
36Eaton, “Dangerous Pamphlet, p. 331; also see C. L. Coon, A Documentary History of Public
Education in North Carolina (Raleigh, 1908), vol. I, p. 178.
^^North Carolina. Laws ofNorth Carolina (1830-1831), p.lO.
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person shall be null and void.”^^ It was also unlawful “for any negro or free person of colour to intermarry
or cohabit and live together as man and wife with any slave..
The act that was directed specifically at Walker’s Appeal, and subsequent publications, followed Geor¬
gia’s act against seditious material almost word for word:
That if any person shall knowingly bring into this State, with an intent to circulate or know¬
ingly circulate or publish within this State, or shall aid or abet the bringing into this State, any
written or printed pamphlet or paper, whether written or printed in or out of the State, the ev¬
ident tendency whereof would be to excite insurrection, conspiracy or resistance in the slaves or
free negroes and person of colour within the State, or shall advice or persuade slaves or free per¬
sons of colour to insurrection, conspiracy or resistance, such person so offending shall be
deemed guilty of felony..
The only difference between this act and Georgia’s act prohibiting such publications was the penalty.
First conviction in Georgia meant death, while that harsh penalty was reserved for the second conviction in
North Carolina. The first conviction in North Carolina was “...not less than one year and be put in the pil¬
lory and whipped, at the discretion of the court.”^^
North Carolina legislators made a felony of persons who used the spoken word to excite slaves or free
blacks to “insurrection, conspiracy, or rebellion.” First offenders were whipped and imprisoned. Death
“without benefit of clergy...” was the penalty for the second conviction.’^^
Next is another infamous Southern law which prohibits the teaching of slaves to read or write. The







Whereas, the teaching of slaves to read and write, has a tendency to excite dissatisfaction in their
minds, and to produce insurrection and rebellion, to the manifest injury of the citizens of this
State..
The act goes on to prohibit whites, free blacks, or slaves from teaching any slave to read, write or “use
figures.” The penalty for whites was fine or imprisonment; for blacks whippings and imprisonment.^
One important political reaction in North Carolina was strong opposition to the above code. Clement
Eaton notes how “The bill to prevent the teaching of slaves to read and write was passed in the Senate by a
vote of thirty-six to twenty-two, eighteen of the ‘noes’ coming from the piedmont and western
countries.”^^ The Greensborough Patriot, in its editorial of December 4, 1830, states the debate among
slaveholders and state policymakCTS centered around the value of slaves. Some slaveholders claimed that an
educated slave’s value increased. Thusly, reported the Patriot, those slaveholders stated with “...noisy
vehemence, that the legislature has no right to effect its value [slave] in any way.”^^ Although this
position was a strongly held one the fear of insurrection by slaves was greater and the bill passed.
The next act was written specifically to curb the movement of free blacks.
That from and after the passage of this act, it shall not be lawful for any free person or persons
of colour to hawk or peddle any goods, wares or commodities whatsoever out of the limits of
the county in which they reside, unless he or she has a license to do so...which license shall be
granted only when seven or more justices are presented, and upon satisfactory evidence of the
good character of the ^licant..
These harsh requirements for peddlers’ licenses was an attempt by legislators to stop the spread of
Walker’s pamphlet and other insurrectionist ideas. Blacks were not to be trusted, free or slave. History was
full of “supposedly” trusted free blacks leading insurrections or conspiring with others to commit such.
43ibid.,p. 11.
^The Greensborough Patriot, 4 December 1830.
^^North Carolina, Laws ofNorth Carolina (1830-1831), chapter vi, p. 11.
^^Vincent Harding, There Is A River (New York: Vantage Books, 1983), p. 56.
^^North Carolina. Laws ofNorth Carolina, 1830-1831, ch^ter viii., p. 12.
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Vincent Harding, in his book There Is A River, speaks of how important mobile blacks were to Gabriel
Prosser’s 1800 slave conspiracy: “Many of the rebels held regular transport jobs as boatmen and as carriage
and wagon drivers, and so enjoyed a mobility that was of great importance to their organizing work.'^^ The
penalty for violating this act was fine of fifty dollars “...fw each and every offense.” An exorbitant price in
the 1830s. Conviction could also mean six months in jail.
The next piece of legislation addressed the severe runaway problem that plagued all the slave states. The
act prohibited the harlxMing otmaintaining of runaways:
That any person who shall entice or persuade any slave to absent him or herself from the service
of his or her owner, or from the service of any other person or persons legally entitled to the
same, or who shall harbor or maintain any runaway slave, shall be subject to a penalty of one
hundred dollars.'^^
This act attests to the fact that runaways could be put into two general categories, (1) those who left the
South completely for the North or West, and (2) those who went to the nearest large city, or the forest and
swamps that surrounded many plantations. Vincent Harding speaks to the latter:
Others attempted to blend into the growing anonymity of cities like Mobile and Charleston,
Richmond and New Orleans, remaining within traveling distance of family and community, re¬
ceiving assistance from the members of that community in food, in clothing, in love.^®
Harding also speaks of the aid to those slaves who ran away from the South completely:
All along the way... there were points of refuge, conveyances of hope managed by other blacks
and their white allies. Sometimes these points of refuge were not more than a clearing of the
woods where food and clothing could be found. At times they were upper levels of a bam, the
fastness of a trunk, the false bottom of a wagon, the hole of ship.. .”51
The threat that Walker’s Appeal represented gave the legislators an opportunity to address this crucial
runaway problem in North Carolina.
48Harding, There Is A River, p. 114.
^^orth Carolina. Laws ofNorth Carolina, chapter xii., p. 12.
SOHarding, There Is A River, p. 114.
51lbid.,pp. 115-116.
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The next act is entitled “An act to regulate the emancipation of slaves in this State.” This was the
longest slave code passed during this special session. Emancipation was antithetical to slavery and it was
important to discourage the practice. After a six week public notice in newsp^rs, a petition was to be filed
in Superior Court The petitioner was to pay a “sum of one thousand dollars for each slave named in the
petition.”52 The price was discouraging in and of itself. The emancipation act further discouraged a
“benevolent” master fiom freeing his slaves in his will. The bill required the state of the deceased to pay the
governor of the state double the value of the slave.^^ Once a slave was emancipated the bill required him or
her to leave the state, “...within ninety days after granting the prayer of the petitioner to emancipate him,
her or them, leave the state of North Carolina; and never afterwards come within the same....”^^ The
terrible punishment for emancipated slaves violating this act was to be sold back into slavery.
The next act demonstrates the breadth of control the slavocracy had over blacks; it prevented slaves firom
gaming:
...it shall not be lawful for any slave or slaves to play any game of cards, dice, nine-pins, or
any game of hazard or chance, for any money, liquor or any kind of property..
Any slave convicted of this offense was to be whipped “...not exceeding thirty-nine lashes.”^^
The fimti-Walker's Appeal act further regulated the slave patrols. As stated above the slave patrol was
an omnipresent institution in slave states. Their purpose was to insure a peaceful society built upon the
violent system of slavery. Now was an opportunity to update the patrol’s duties, to further codify
repression:
^^North Carolina. Laws ofNorth Carolina, p. 12.
^^Ibid., chapter x, p. 14.
54ibid., p. 14.
55ibid., chapter xvi, p. 17
56ibid.
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That it shall be the duty of the patrol to visit the negro houses in their respective districts as
often as may be necessary, to inflict a punishment not exceeding fifteen lashes on all slaves
they may find off their owner’s plantation without a proper permit or pass. It shall also be the
duty of the patrollers to visit all suspect places, and suppress all collections of slaves; it shall
also be their duty to be diligent in apprehending all runaway negroes in their respective dis¬
tricts; to be vigilant and endeavor to detect all thefts, and bring the perpetrators to justice, and
also all persons guilty of trading with slaves..
Furthermore, a slave could receive more lashes for disrespect to a patroller than for leaving the planta¬
tion. The act continues:
...and if, upon taking up a negro and chastising him as now directed by law, he shall behave
insolently, they may inflict further punishment for his misconduct not exceeding thirty-nine
lashes.^^
The next slave legislation was “...an act to amend the several laws now in force in this State regulating
quarantine.” The act, similar to legislation in Georgia, was directed specifically at curbing the distribution
of Walker’s Appeal. It prevented black seamen “...from coming into this State, or from communicating
with the coloured people of this State.”^^ Any free black coming into the State by ship “...shall be appre¬
hended and imprisoned.” They can leave when their ship leaves. If a black seaman was caught communicat¬
ing with “any free negro or person of colour...in this state...[he] shall be arrested...on conviction shall be
sentenced to be whipped not exceeding thirty-nine lashes on his or her bear back.”^
The above act also prevented blacks from piloting North Carolina registered ships. That section caused
much dismay among commercial groups in the seaport towns of Wilmington and Fayetteville. Slave labor
was used extensively in the shipping industry. Therefore, letters from “...influential citizens of both
^^Ibid., chapter xxx, p. 29.
58ibid., p. 30.
59james H. Brewer, “Legislation Designed to Control Slavery in Wilmington and Fayetteville,” The
North Carolina Historical Review, 30 (April 1953), p. 210.
^^aton, “Dangerous Pamphlet,” pp. 332-333.
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Wilmington and Fayetteville resulted in the reeppeal of this statute and slaves were allowed to pilot vessels
in 1835.”61
The secrecy that surrounded the governor’s and legislature’s handling of Walker’s Appeal was severely
critized by a planter, one Colonel Calvin Jones. Rumors and fears about the pamphlet rocked the planter
class and Colonel Jones laid the blame of the rumors on the state political leaders. In a scathing letter to
Governor Owens he recommended the following:
(1) The discontinuance of secrecy. The people should know what government knows, in order to
allay their fears, or to enable them to adopt additional plans of security. (2) Walker should be
demanded from the governor ofMassachusetts, and the printers and circulators of his pamphlet
should be also sought and punished. (3) It had been reported that an incendiary preacher had been
stirring up Negroes of Chapel Hill and Hillsborough. A proclamation should be issued for his
arrest. (4) Elections in different counties should be held on different days, in order to prevent the
whole state from being vulnerable at the same time. (5) Patrol laws should be revised. (6) Laws
prohibiting the teaching of slaves should be enacted. (7) An appropriation of money should be
made to the Colonization Society to get rid of our great pest and danger— the free people of
colour.^2
Its important to note that even though the governor and legislature operated in secret, many of the ac¬
tions suggested by slaveholder Colonel Jones were enacted by the politicians.
A liberal position was advanced by William Swain, editor of the Greensborough Patriot. He strongly
condemned the legislation against incendiary publications, the editor states:
So far as we have been able to understand the laws of the state.. .it has become an indictable of¬
fense to dream on the subject of slavery; and much more so to write or speak on a subject so
exceedingly ‘delicate.’ We believe however that the day is not far distant when people will feel






POLITICAL REACTION TO DAVID WALKER’S APPEAL IN SOUTH CAROLINA
South Carolina has two distinct historical qualities: (1) the first settlement of European expansionism
in what we now call the United States; and (2) the site, at this settlement, of the first recorded slave revolt.
In the summer of 1526 the Spanish colonizer, Lucas Vasquez de Ayllon, founded a town near the mouth of
the Pedee River in what is now South Carolina. The community consisted of five hundred Spaniards and
one hundred black slaves. During the summer and fall months there was much trouble, death and illness in
the colony. The conditions became unbearable. ‘Tinally, probably in November, the slaves rebelled, killed
several of their masters, and escaped to the Indians.”^ In December of 1526 the remaining Spanish
colonists, dejected, returned to Haiti.
By the 1660s the English had gained control of the territory. In 1669 the first group of English
settlers, “with at least one Negro,”^ left London en route to Carolina, via the English-Caribbean colony
called Barbados. After picking up two more blacks from the island, they reached Carolina in the spring of
1670. There they founded the first English settlement in the Carolinas. Peter Wood, in his book Black
Majority, suggests that there may have been black servants in the Carolinas before 1669. Some Virginia
farmers, employing black and white labor, may have set up settlements on the north shore of Albemarle
Sound. Also in 1665, Major Yeaman brought a contingent of settlers fi'om Barbados to Cape Fear. Blacks
were part of this group but their number is uncertain. However, this colony disbanded at the end of 1667.^
^Herbert Aptheker, American Negro Slave Revolts (New York: International Publishers, 1963), p. 163.
2peter H. Wood, Black Majority, Negroes in Colonial South Carolina from 1670 through the Stono
Rebellion (New York: Alfred & Knopf, 1974), p. 19.
3lbid., p. 17.
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Therefore, evidence points to the 1669 date as being the first permanent settlement of Europeans with
African slaves in South Carolina.
As in North Carolina the introduction of slave labor was encouraged. The proprietors granted 150
acres of land “for every able man servant...negroes as well as Christians.”^ This arrangement was of
signiHcant benefit to the first settlers of the colony, the English-Baibadians, with their large slave holdings.
Immediately this group established a political and economic dominance. The net result was an increase in
the number of slaves transported to the Carolinas in the early years from Barbados. Also, this Barbados
connection, as we shall see, played an important role in developing attitudes and behavior towards slaves in
the colony.
The most important political/economic factor in South Carolina’s early colonial history was the
successful introduction of rice as a crop. Rice did three distinct things: (1) formulated a substantial
slaveowners class, (2) established the early “accumulation of wealth” phase of what was to become
American capitalism, and (3) formulated a large slave class. Rice was the mainstay of the lowland economy
during the first fifty years of settlement, and the export of rice dominated the Carolinas during a major
portion of the eighteenth century.
With the introduction of rice the terrible slave history of Afiicans in South Carolina began. The large
numbers of slaves imported to produce the crop was tremendous. During the two decades following 1695,
when rice production grew r£q)idly, “The Afiican portion of the population drew equal to, and surpassed, the
European portion.”^ In 1672 reports conflict on how many blacks were in the colony. One report said there




the numbers the proportion of blacks to whites is similar, 27%-30%.^ Of these slaves three out of four
were men. By 1708, South Carolina had 4,100 slaves and 4,080 whites. This numerical majority continued
until 1930, except for the period between 1790-1810. This black majority was unprecedented in England’s
North American colonies:
1708 1735 1790 1850 1860
slave 4,100 40,000 108,805 384,984 402,406
white 4,080 20,000 274,563 291,300^
With these large numbers of slaves in the colony there was a tremendous problem of control. The
systematic brutality, the injustice, and the inhumane racism caused dissatisfaction and rebellion that was as
unrelentless as the slave system itself. The first law enacted specifically for African slaves was written in
England by the proprietors, in the Fundamental Constitution:
Every Freeman of Carolina shall have absolute Authority over his Negro Slaves, of what
Opinion or Religion Soever.^
It should be noted that at the beginning of South Carolina’s development three sources of non-fi’ee
labor was utilized: (1) white indentured servitude, (2) native slaves, and (3) African slaves. The earliest
“slave codes” were actually indentured servant laws. These laws put the following (among other) restrictions
on indentured servants: (1) servants were prevented from buying or selling with others, (2) they were
prevented from leaving the master’s premises without permission, (3) they were subject to correction “with
6lbid., p. 25.
^H. M. Henry, The Police Control of the Slave in South Carolina (Dissertation, Vanderbilt
University, Emory, Virginia, 1914), p. 3.
^M. Foster Farley, “A History of Negro Slave Revolts in South Carolina,” Afro-American Studies,
vol. 3, 1972, p. 97.
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moderate chastisement” by masters, and (4) offenses against servants were not so heavily punished as
against a freeman.^ These acts became the germs for the elaborate slave codes of the eighteenth century.
The earliest slave laws of the colony show little or no distinction between the various types of non-
ffee labor. However, as indentured servitude and native labor decreased and black labor increased, so did the
need to develop more comprehensive methods of controlling blacks. The movement of black slaves through
the South Carolina countryside was of paramount importance to authorities. The slave could be a runaway,
an insurrectionist, or simply carrying out his/her master’s business. To solve this problem an elaborate
“ticket” system was devised (similar to the present day South African “pass laws”). The ticket system
became the foundation of slave laws. On the ticket were such distinctions as estimated time of travel,
destinations, whether slave was on horse or foot, etc.
As early as 1686 a colonial act gave any white person the right to apprehend, properly chastise, and
send home any slave who might be found off their master’s plantation without a ticket.^® Not satisfied
with white response, the authorities in 1690 made it the “duty” of a white to arrest and chastise any slave
away from his plantation without a ticket Failure to perform this duty was a penalty of forty shillings.
In 1693 Governor Phillip Ludwell warned that two many blacks were congregating in large numbers
in Charles Town where “...they can have drink to the apparent hazard of ye: peace and safety of ye: whole
country.” 12 One contemporary observer, H. R. Osgood, wrote in 1704 of the establishment and
maintenance of about eight armed “watchhouses” along the Carolina coast. “One duty of the armed
watchmen at these posts was to look out for slaves who were trying to escape by sea”l^ In fact, very early
9Henry,"The Police Control of the Slave in South Carolina," p. 8.
lOlbid., p. 31.
lllbid.
12m. Foster Farley, “The Fear of Negro Slave Revolts in South Carolina, 1690-1865,” /^ro-American
Studies, vol. 3, 1972, p. 200.
l^Aptheker, American Negro Slave Revolts, p. 70.
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in South Carolina history lawmakers looked at controlling the possibility of insurrection. The preamble of
a 1704 act states as its purpose to prevent “insurrection and mischief’ which was possible when great
numbers of slaves congregated.
One of the problems facing South Carolina plantation owners was the large number of slaves
imported directly from Africa. At first, most slaves came from the West Indies, but, as the demand for
slaves increased, trading switched to Africa— specifically the Gold Coast and Gambia. These Africans
presented security problems because, as one author noted, they were “...far more warlike and prone to fight
single-handed if necessary for their freedom than those who were later bom in captivity.” The conditions
were ripe for comprehensive slave codes.
South Carolina’s first elaborate slave codes were passed in 1712. By this time slaves had begun to
outnumber whites. The 1712 codes were similar to the Barbadian codes because the first plantation owners
were overwhelmingly English-Barbadians. In fact, the preamble of the 1712 codes was identical to a 1688
Barbadian act in which Africans were referred to as “wild savage” creatures who needed a special set of laws
to “restrain the disorders, rapines, and inhumanity to which they (Africans) are naturally prone and
inclined.”^^ The 1712 codes were revised in 1740 but for all practical purposes remained the same until the
Civil War.
We get an accurate picture of South Carolina’s attitude and treatment of slaves by reviewing the 1712
slave act. The colonizers attempted to put the black slave in their social, economic and legal “place.” Below
is a brief review of the major issues addressed in the 1712 and other early slave codes.
l^Farley, “A History ofNegro Slave Revolts,” p. 97.
l^Farley, “The Fear ofNegro Slave Revolts,” p. 199.
^^ibid.
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The slave court, first established in 1690, was reinforced in 1712. There was not even a pretense of
justice or fairness. The slave was denied the right of self-defense against a white person’s accusations.
Because of their “ntoral irresponsibility” they were not admitted as witnesses competent enough to give
evidence against whites. Slaves could not bring action of any kind in court in his/her own name. Most
presiders over the slave court had little or no knowledge of the law. The prevailing sentiment of the white
community took the place of law. Punishment was often sure and quick; and in the case of capital
punishment, cruel and unusual. Often the decqtitated heads of executed slaves sat atop of the courthouse, or
other public places, to “discourage” oUict would-be violators. The injustice of the slave court prompted
colonial judge J. B. O’Neall to write that, “The tribunal for the trial of slaves and free negroes is the worst
system which could be devised.”^^
While the slave’s human rights were virtually unprotected before the law, white transgressions against
slaves went unpunished. No white person was to “suffer punishment” for injuring or killing a slave who
resisted “lawful chastisement” In fact, mutilations and other acts of graduated punishment were provided for
by the law. The slitting of noses, cutting off of ears, toes, hands, feet and castration were common
punishment for slaves during South Carolina’s early colonial days. If a master killed his slave in the state
of “bloodymindedness” he was only fined thirty pounds. It wasn’t until 1821 that the necessary laws were
passed to make the murder of slaves punishable by death.
The infamous overseer system on farms and plantations was also codified in the 1712 acL This white
man was responsible for monitoring slave movement, issuing provisions, and maintaining the orderly
running of the plantation. According to the act the owner of a farm with six or more “negroes or slaves”
without an overseer was fined forty shillings. The overseer to slave ratio changed at various times; for




example, in 1740 it was twenty-five to one, in 1800 ten to one, and in 1839 fifteen to one. However,
regardless of the ratio, white men were to be present, in addition to plantation owners, to control blacks.
While the overseer was necessary to control slaves on the plantation, the patrollers or “night-riders”
were used to control the movement of slaves throughout the countryside. As stated above, the pass system
was very much a part of colonial slavery and pass laws were enforced by local communities who organized
loose patrols. The 1712 act left the patrol system as it had been. However, in 1721 an act merged these
weak ad hoc patrols into the state military system. The patrol was known as the “beat company” where five
salaried men rode over the plantations and looked after slave activities. As in Georgia and North Carolina,
their legal powers of search and seizme, arrest, and punishment increased until the CivilWar.
Slave unrest had become such a serious problem that in 1740 the “great slave law” was enacted. These
codes were the “organic” stave codes for the next 120 years. The act tightened up all the slave codes of
1712. For the first time since the Fundamental Constitution, slavery was precisely defined— slaves were
“the personal property of the master.” Because of the Stono rebellion (see below) slaves were prohibited
from “beating drums, blowing horns or the like.” They were forbidden firom assembling in large numbers,
buying alcohol, or being taught to write.^® The captain of the patrol was required to keep a list of all
eUgible white men 16-60; failure to show up for patrol tour could mean a fine of 30 shillings a night.
The last part of the act tried to reduce the importation of slaves into the colony. As with Georgia and
North Carolina, lawmakers feared the rapid growth of the slave population and their threat to the security of
the state. A high import tax was levied. The proceeds of this tax were to pay passage for poor white
Protestants to come to South Carolina and settle the firontier. However, profiteering from the slave trade
was so very great that by 1765 the royal govemw ordered the Assembly to stop passing import laws. These
20south Carolina. Statutes at Large of South Carolina, vii, 1740., pp. 230, 355, 397.
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laws had little effect anyway, since an average of 1,894 slaves were imported annually between 1756-1765;
in 1760, 3,740 slaves were imported.^^
It cannot be overstated how widespread the fear of slave revolts was to whites. One author compared it
to the postWorld War II fear of nuclear holocaust. As with white Georgians and North Carolinians the fears
of whites in South Carolina was based, especially in colonial times, on highly active slave resistance.
Below I will describe significant slave uprisings and plots, and subsequent political reactions to them
leading up to the discovery ofWalker’s Appeal in 1830.
From the very beginning South Carolina lawmakers addressed organized slave resistance. In 1690 an
act provided the death penalty for attempts to instigate an uprising. The earliest recorded slave plot in South
Carolina was in 1702. A slave ofMr. John Williams was brought before the South Carolina assembly and
charged with “threatening that he with other negroes would Rise and Cutt off the Inhibitants of the
Province.”^^
In the Spring of 1711 a more serious insurrection gave great fear to the white community. Several
armed blacks, lead by a slave named Sebastian, roamed the counUyside “robbing and plundering houses and
plantations.” Sebastian was eventually c^tured and killed. In 1713 a plot lead by a slave from Martinique
was discovered. In 1720 slaves were “burnt,” hanged and banished for a plot discovered in Charles Town. In
1730 the Boston Weekly News-Letter and the Boston Gazette carried accounts of slaves gathering in
Charles Town, conspiring to take over plantations and murder whites.^^
^Iparley, “A History of Negro Slave Revolts,” p. 97.
22Aptheker, American Negro Slave Revolts, p. 168.
23lbid., pp. 171, 175.
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A thorn in colonial South Carolina’s side was Spanish controlled Florida. In 1733 a royal decree was
issued declaring all fugitive slaves free if they arrived in Sl Augustine. In 1738 a fort of fugitive slaves was
established 3 miles north of St. Augustine.^^
This freedom south of the border encouraged South Carolina’s most famous eighteenth century slave
revolt, the Stono rebellion. On Sunday, September 9, 1739, at Stono, South Carolina, a score of slaves,
led by Jemmy, rebelled , took over an arms warehouse and headed for Sl Augustine. On their way they
killed and burned all in their path. Other blacks joined them until some seventy-five or eighty slaves were
gathered: “they called out Liberty, marched on with Colours displayed, and two Drums beating.’’^^ xiie
rebels w^e met abut ten miles south of Stono. A bloody battle ensued. The more heavily armed militia
defeated the rebels and for days chased them in the surrounding countryside. All together “about twenty-five
whites and twice that number of slaves were killed in the course of the uprising and its suppression.”^^
There is some evidence that fugitive slaves organized themselves into maroon settlements during
colonial times. In 1765 a maroon community of “considerable” size was broken up by the state militia. In
1787 Gov. Thomas Pickney of South Carolina referred to the serious “depredations” of a group of armed
maroons in the southern part of the state.^^
The last years of the eighteenth century saw ccHitinual slave unrest. Many slaves were banished, jailed
and executed for various rebellious activities, including setting fires, plotting insurrections and maroon
24Farley, “A History of American Negro Slave Revolts, p. 99. ’ The remains of this foil/community,
Gracia Real Santa Maria de Mose, have been recently uncovered by University of Florida scientists. See
Atlanta Journal, 17 February, 1987, p. 6B.
^^Aptheker, American Negro Slave Revolts, pp. 187-188.
26ibid., p. 189.
27c. C. Pinckney, Life of General Thomas Pinckney (Boston, New York: 1895), p. 95.
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activities. Some attributed the unrest to the black revolution in St. Domingo. A news item from
Charleston in 1793 reflects this view:
The Negroes have become very insolent, in so much that the Citizens are alarmed, and the
militia keep a constant guard. It is said that the Sl Domino negroes have sown these seeds of
revolt and that a magazine has been attempted to be broken open.28
The new century began as the last had ended. Slaves were dissatisfied with their status and sought to
correct the wrong. In 1804 the state capitol, Columbia, was awash with rumors of an impending slave
revolt during Christmas. The militia was put on alert and cannons were placed in front of the state house. In
1816 ,in Camden, a plot was betrayed by a “faithful” slave. The plan was to set fire to the city’s arsenal as
a distraction. The insurrectionists were to then assemble in another part of town, “massacre the whites and
bum the rest of the town.”^^
In Charleston, South Carolina in 1822, Denmark Vesey led one of the more famous slave
conspiracies in United States history. The legendary plot involved thousands of slaves, hundreds of
weapons, and miles of territory. Vesey, an educated, multilingual ex-slave (he bought his freedom in 1800)
began the plot in December of 1821. After extensive organizing, Sunday, July 4,1822 was chosen as the
day to strike. The plot, like so many previously, was betrayed. One hundred and thirty-one blacks were
arrested; twelve were pardoned and banished; forty-nine were condemned to die— eventually thirty-seven
were hanged. The executions went on from June 18 to August 9. So angry were blacks about their foiled
plans that, on the day of Vesey’s execution, another attempt at rebellion was made. Aptheker describes this
action;
...the state troops held the slaves in check. So det^mined, however, were they to strike a blow
for liberty that it was found necessary for the federal government to send soldiers to maintain
order.^
28Farley, “A History ofNegro Slave Revolts,” p. 101.
29Henry, "The Police Control of the Slave in South Carolina," p. 151.
^OAptheker, American Negro Slave Revolts, p. 272.
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Political reaction to Vesey’s conspiracy was widespread and swift. Laws were paffied stopping the
practice of hiring-out of slaves, every free black was to have a guardian to monitor his/her behavior,
congregating of slaves was forbidden, blacks could not be instructed to read or write, slaves were barred from
Charleston on Sundays, more military power was given to the patrol, black crew members from any ship
entering South Carolina’s harbors were quarantined. Moreover, blacks from Mexico, theWest Indies and
South America were prohibited from entering the state.^^
One will notice that the laws passed following Vesey’s plot and the Stono rebellion were very similar
to the laws passed in Georgia and North Carolina following the discovery ofWalker’s Appeal. There is no
evidence that South Carolina’s Assembly passed laws in direct response to Walker’s Appeal, as did
lawmakers in Georgia and North Carolina. In fact, my research shows scant evidence of the pamphlet in
South Carolina. There are possibly two reasons for this. First, more diligent research in needed; for
example, reviewing personal papers of South Carolina’s citizens of the time could reveal comments on the
Appeal. This process is time consuming and expensive and much beyond the resources available for this
exercise. Another primary source that should be researched are individual county and city records. A second
reason for such scant information is that researching slave unrest is problematic. Many newspapers (the
most widespread source of current events in 1830) refused to report slave unrest because of the fears such
reporting invoked in the white community. Also, those individuals involved in such clandestine activity
attempted to “cover their tracks.” Making the hard task of discovering evidence 150 years later even more
difrlculL
I did the bulk of my research at the South Carolina Archives in Charleston. The staff was extremely
helpful. The only documents that were produced were the Records of Charleston County, South Carolina.
Court of General Sessions Indictments and Subpoenas 1830. These documents are referred to by William
31 Ibid., p. 275.
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and Jane Pease in their article “Walker’s Appeal Comes to Charleston; A Note and Documents.”^^ On
March 27 Charleston police arrested Edward Smith for distributing copes of the Appeal to blacks in the
city. Mr. Smith, a white steward from the brig Colombo of Boston, was interrogated and confessed. He
claimed “a colored man of decent appearance” approached him on ship the day before his departure from
Boston, asking if he would take some pamphlets to Charleston and give them to “any negroes he had a
mind to, or that he met...” Smith continued he had no knowledge of what the pamphlets were about,
having only read a few lines of the work.^^
The Grand Jury was not convinced of Smith’s innocence. In a true bill against him they quoted,
extensively, passages from Walker’s Appeal and concluded that Smith “falsely and maliciously” contrived to
“disturb the peace and security of this state with force and arms at Charleston...On May 17 Smith was
tried before the Court of General Sessions and found guilty. On May 22 Edward Smith was fined $1,000
and given a year’s prison term.
Another reference to the pamphlet was actually made one week before Smith’s arrest. In the
Charleston City Gazette an article appeared discussing the discovery of the pamphlet in the South and the
reply of Boston Mayor Harrison Gray Otis to calls for Walker’s arrest The article decried the fact that
Walker could not be arrested and cautioned its readers to study the incident and the danger of the “fanatic
insolence” of the author. The article also pointed out that there were recent attempts to circulate incendiary
pamphlets in Charleston but the police had thwarted such attempts.^^ j could find no other reference to
these pamphlets; who was circulating them, where they were discovered, or if they were the Appeal.
^^William H. Pease and Jane H. Pease, “Walker’s Appeal Comes to Charleston: A Note and
Documents,” Journal ofNegro History, vol. lix, July, 1974
^^South Carolina. Records of Charleston County Indictments and Subpoenas, South Carolina
Archives, Columbia, South Carolina, May 11, 1830,.
34ibid.
^^City Gazette, March 3,1830.
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The only other reference I discovered about Walker’s Appeal in South Carolina appears in the
Southern Times and State Gazette, October 8, 1831.
$1,500 REWARD
The Vigilance Association, composed of a body of gentlemen of the first respectability, offers a
reward of Fifteen Hundred Dollars for the t^prehension and prosecution to conviction, of any
white person who may be detected in distributing or circulating within this state, the newspaper
called “The Liberator,” printed in Boston by Garrison and Knapp— or the pamphlet called the
“Walker Pamphlet” — or any other publication of a similar and equally mischievous and
seditious tendency
The article, plus the one from the Charleston City Gazette, suggests that Walker’s Appeal was
distributed in South Carolina beyond the Edward Smith incident However, to date I have found no concrete
evidence to support my assumption.
^^Southern Times and State Gazette, October 8, 1831.
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SUMMARY
Walker's Appeal is one of the more important documents in Afirican-American history. Its message
directly confronted American slavery, calling it the most evil and vile system ever practiced by human
beings. The pamphlet pleaded with slaves and freemen to rise up, in the Lord's name, and smash the entire
oppressive institution. David Walker literally put his life on the line to fight slavery.
My thesis showed that the distribution of thousands of David Walker's Appeal in 1829-1830 had
immediate and dramatic political effects in Georgia, North Carolina and South Carolina. Slavery was a way
of life, the foundation of great wealth; any challenge to it was a challenge to centuries of development. The
political reaction was one of closing the ranks for mutual protection. All three branches of government
were involved in supressing the pamphlet. In Georgia and North Carolina the chief executives, the
governors, called for secret legislative sessions to address this latest threat to slavery. As a result, a host of
laws were passed aimed direcdy at "incendiary" literature. These laws, or slave codes, represented the heart
and soul of the control of society by the slavocracy. I attempted to show that slave codes, from the very
beginning of European settlement, denied a race of people, slave or free, basic human rights and dignity.
The reaction to Walker's Appeal allowed for additions to the thousands of laws already present. In
addition to the executive and legislative branches, the judicial branch jailed, fined and banished persons
found guilty of association with Walker's Appeal.
On the other hand. Walker's Appeal also points to the organization of the anti-slavery/abolitionist
movement. As we have seen, both black and white, slave and freemen were involved in its distribution.
Walker's pamphlet appeared in at least five slave states: Georgia, Louisiana, North Carolina, South
Carolina and Virginia. Each of these states are coastal states. The pamphlets were first discovered in the
seaports of Savannah, Georgia, Wilmington, North Carolina and Charleston, South Carolina. This points
to the connection ofWalker's "slop shop" with ships and those in sympathy with abolition. These people
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risked life and liberty to confront the evils of slavery. This resistance was part of a legacy of unrest,
rebellions and conspiracies against slavery.
Finally, more research is needed to answer many questions about the organization of the early militant
anti-slavery movement. David Walker's Appeal ushered in this new militancy and it appears that a
network of activists and sympathizers were in place to push forward the cause. Slavery in America was
doomed and, through the efforts of DavidWalker and his associates, its death became closer to reality.
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